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Humboldt State University, Arcata, Calif.

Leading gas
distributors
face antitrust
charges
by Bea Tomaselli

LUMBERJACK STAFF
A joint investigation by the state
attorney general’s office and the
Humboldt
County district attorney's
office has led to antitrust charges
against Humboldt County’s two
leading gasoline distributors.
Max Cardoza, the Humboldt
County deputy district attorney assigned to the case, said that criminal

and civil charges have been filed
against Humboldt Petroleum, Inc.
and its Vice President James Seiler

for alleged antitrust violations. Civil
antitrust charges have been filed
against

L&M

Renner

Inc. and

its

owners Larry and Mike Renner.
The accusations have centered on
alleged gasoline price fixing between
two Fortuna service stations, one of
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which is owned by Humboldt Petro-
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troleum and L&M Renner allegedly

Two-year-old Forrest Pattersonisn’tinagrumpymood.

He’s just putting on a serious expression to giveface

out to sell goods and services at the 17th annual
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painter Chelsea Zephyr a smooth surface to dec orate

North
ort Country ry Fair. See more p photos, pag e 12.
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leum. Additionally, Humboldt Pe-

agreed
as to who would serve which
customers when Renner sold the R
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Humboldt Petroleum this spring.

_hischeek. Zephyr is one of the merchants who turned
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chance will be prevent: | From Poland to the United States

"ictinewtee,
way

hundreds
of customers have said they
:

will support the company.

Seiler was unavailable
ment.

for com-

2 OF brings back 10 students

by Colleen Futch
rns ont.
By helping Polish exchange

students

@ee
Three international exchange students

POP le who decided to risk it and take

discover life in the United States.
Pages 5,7

the chance o learn about American
culture and literature. It wasn’t me

The investigation began in March | ¢nter the United States and study at

1989, Cardoza said, after his office | '15U,a
professor hereistryingtomake —_to Heckel
has helped bring 10 students
Poland “a better place to live.”
HSU from Poland sel the 1988-89

had “received various complaints as

faras pricedifferentials”in Humboldt

County.

“The investigation will continue
throughout the case,” Cardoza said.|

According to John Heckel, an HSU

school year when he taught in Silesia, a

theater arts professor, bureaucracy is

controlling Poland in today’s Solidar‘ty government as it was when the

“There’s a lot more that needs to be | CuNtry was run by communists.

=»

done before it goes to trial.”
“Poland is drowning in paperwork,
Seilerand Humboldt Petroleumare | Heckel said. “There’s a great deal of
to be arraigned Sept. 27 on the crimipretense in terms of education. No one
Please see Petroleum, page 19 | ares if you really learn anything. The
educational system is all on paper.”

city in southwest

Poland

near

the

choosing them, it was them choosing

™¢.”Heckel

inadequate support for
small industries — busi-

nesses which could save

the county’s economy.

14

:

the Solidarity government has been in

Czechoslovakian border. He said he
had verylittle todo withthedecisionof

Power since August of last year
— but
Tather with the change the new culture

which students to bring back to HSU.

WOuld cause.

“The students that are over here are
the ones who availed themselves tothe
opportunity,” Heckel said. “My wife
and gave free English lessons and free
tutorials and there was a small group of

Possibly they'll learn that they don .
Wantto live in Poland, in that system,
he said. “They could acquire skills that
™ake it impossible for them to return.
Please see Poland, back page
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enable the student to take maximum
available educational
opportunities",
for this purpose.
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Lumberjack
Enterprises,
in keeping
with
the
university's
mission
statement
"to provide
a campus
atmosphere,
human
and
material
resources, and
an environment
sufficient to
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activities,
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student
entertainment,
leisure
for student
programs,
etc.
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leadership,
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proposals which would enhance the student experience
outside the traditional classroom.
Proposals could include:
research on student attitudes and opinions about the
university
environment,
guest
speakers,
recycling,
student
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The application deadline is October 15, 1990 with the award
announcements
made in mid-November.
Please stop by the
offices of Lumberjack Enterprises, located on the second floor
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University cops consider
campus duty ‘paradise’
DBE
aCe STAPE
It was the riots in the 1960s that
brought a need for the California State
University campuses to hire their own
police forces.
Each campus had a team of officers
whose responsibility it was to keep the
campus community safe. While the
demonstrations have ended and the
need for riot control is not as urgent,
CSU campuses still have police departments who are responsible for
maintaining a crime-free and safe environment.
“This is considered a paradise unit,”
Sgt. R.F. Fagot, of HSU’s University
Police Department, said.
“The atmosphere of the campus and
the ability of the officers here make this
a pretty safe campus,” he said.
Fagot said the main crime at HSU is
petty theft.
“Unfortunately, it’s not people coming oncampus thatare the problem, it’s
students preying on other students,”
he said. “People get careless and leave
their backpacks (unattended) or they
leave the doors to their rooms open
while they make a phone call or go to
the bathroom. It takes only a few sec-

PHOTO BY ELISSA STACHELEK

Giving ’til it hurts
Jason Wasserman, a senior special major, lles down on a table In the

onds.”
There were 42 bike thefts last year.
Fagot said so far this year thefts have
not been a major problem. Still, he
Pi: a ga that students not ride
nsive mountain bikes to campus.
my they have to, they need to use the

bike racks and a case hardened 7/16”
diameter shackle. They can’tbecut with

Kate Buchanan Room on Tuesday and gives Medical Technician Laura

bolt cutters like padlocks can,” he said.
The campus police will be demon-

J. Willston some of his blood. By late afternoon, 60 students and faculty

strating how to use both the old bike

had donated blood to the drive sponsored by the HSU Staff Council.

Theft hits
Gist Hall
T.S. Heie
any EDITOR

Campus police are investigating the

theft of an estimated $10,000 worth of
computer equipment from Gist Hall
over the weekend.

J. Michael Slinker, director of the HSU

Office of Public Affairs, said workers in

the Graphic Arts Department noticed

the break-in early Monday morning
and contacted the University Police
rtment.

UPD officials declined to comment
on the investigation.

According to Slinker, the burglars

entered Gist Hall 209 through an unlocked window and left the building
withone Macintosh II computer, a color
monitor, graphic arts software and a
computer keyboard and a mouse.
A woman in the Graphic Arts Department, who spoke on condition of
anonymity, said the computer was used
to produce “graphics on campus.” She

declined to elaborate further.

“It’s a valuable piece of equipment

and we lost it,” the woman said, “And

it’s going to set us back.
According to previously released
UPDstatistics, there were 13 burglaries
last year at HSU. Also, there were 41
grand theft cases involving items priced

over $400 dollars last year.
Daryl Story, chief of custodial services for HSU Plant Operations, said

custodians are responsible for locking
“all doors and windows” at the end of
every shift inside university buildings.

racks and the newer, ‘clam shell’ racks
during Alternative Transportation Day,
Tuesday, Oct. 2.

“?

he atmosphere
of the campus and
the ability of. the
officers here make
this a pretty safe
campuS.9
SGT. R.F. FAGOT
University Police Department

The UPD’s jurisdiction is the HSU
campus, its satellite sites, and within a

one-mile

radius of the university.

However, UPD acts concurrently with

the Arcata Police Department, and, in
some cases, the Eureka Police Depart-

ment.
Fagot said UPD, APD and EPD pro-

vide backup for one another if it becomes necessary.
“During the recent Redwood Summer demonstrations, an HSU arrest
team, specially trained for riot control,
was on stand-by for Fort Bragg,” Fagot
said. Arcata police provided extra help
for UPD two years ago when hearings
about oil drilling were held in the John

Van Duzer Theater on campus, and
disorderly demonstrations
pected.

were ex-

“We also do service things such as
fingerprinting. A lot of students want
to have that done, and we do it for
free,” Fagot said.
Because of budget constraints that
Please see UPD, next page

Crime on campus
Murder’ Mansiaughter

1988-89
3.

1989-90_.
lk
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like. “We're understaffed right now, so

we all have toserve generalist positions.
That is, we have to be competent in
many areas. We serve as investigators

as well as patrol officers,” he said.
Six officers and three sergeants, along
with four full-time dispatchers, make

up the university force. The police department conducts monthly in-house
training programs to help in day-today operations, Fagot said.

“Three of the officers teach on a
regular basis at the police academy, “
he said. “We really have a knowledgeable force, our pursuit policies have
been incorporated into other CSU
policies.” Fagot said.
UPD is responsible for enforcement
of the University Code of Rules and
Regulations, a 24-page document that
lists the university’s official conduct
policy. While much of the code reiter-

bi Jeff a
: MBE RnCK STAFF
on Juan’s getting too old?
‘re looking fora quick bite

ay to class the Lumberin’ —

university’s traffic, parking and animal

Buildingin October. At the same time,

regulations.
Fagot said although there is no sys-

the department will be computeriz-

the Business and Student Services
ing its operations.

you ee

food made up so
people can just hit
and TUN.
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STAN CLARK
Lumberin’ Jack operator

—

Apparently no one knew

the

Clark
:
tec been the sole op- : white vehicle was anything more
‘Lumberin’ Jack since it

than a maintenance truck until the

and a half years ago and hot dog and hamburger logos were
when the service started _ painted onto the sides, Clark said.

UPD will be moving from its locanew emergency operating facilities in

just ‘the:ee

|

S

be willing to relinquish their individual power.
tion on 16th St., east of Union, into its

be

ust

cause university presidents might not

ates the state’s code on offenses including the concealment or discharge
of a weapon, the code also includes the

. 88
try to have the

s the DeliTi getting tooSipe

ss

have hit every department on campus,
UPD does not have as many crime
prevention programs as Fagot would

&

¢ Continued from previous page

tem-wide code, CSU officials are
moving towards standardizing campus police departments. Presently,
each campus president has the authority to okay a university code. The
result is that codes change from campus to campus, and officers cannot be
transferred inside the system.
“They have toapply and go through
the entire hiring process over again,”
Fagot said. “There’s a real need and a
pressure from the Legislature for
uniformity throughout the system,”
he said.
“(If there were uniformity) the wheel
wouldn’t have to bereinvented at each
campus,” he said, “In other words, we
could have the same codes and the
same uniforms, insome ways it would
make things simpler,” he said.
On the other hand, Fagot said, centralizing the system might make it
more bureaucratic and a lot harder to
make changes. Fagot said he foresees
the unification becoming difficult be-

hh

UPD

The Lumberjack
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Still, he said he has been there every

eople weren‘t quite sure what

weekday morning except one for the
white truck was. The HSU staff entire time of Operation. —
‘seemedto know about it but lots of
a ne to have the food made up
people still walk up to me and say,
- Please: ‘sce Food, page 6
Wow,
| didn’t know this was here.”
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Survey Results
Pee R

What do you think we should spend our time pursuing? To find

out, we commissioned a survey. Roughly 1 in 50 students were
sampled, proportionate to each college.
Perhaps not surprisingly, academics topped your list along
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vn uch time do you want the A.S.
Governmentft pursuing thefollowing issues¢

with student programming, which rounds out our
education through speakers, performances and
Redes

conferences. Improving alternative transportation also
ecored high.
With 13 issues to choose from, you indicated we

/ Diversity | Should pursue all student-related issues — to some
degree. But the results clearly show academics,
programming and alternative transportation are your

highest priorities.
And now they are our highest priorities. Just look to our goals
listed on your right.
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Polish student finds ‘liberated’ America

Self Serve
Copies

by Colleen Futch
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Imagine being required to wear a
suit and tie to take exams. Imagine
not being able to leave your house
after 10 p.m. Imagine passing armed
soldiers on your way to school.
This was all part of Jolanta
Drzewiecka’s life before she left
Poland in 1989 and came to study at
:
HSU.
Jolanta, who goes by “Jola”, was an
English major at the Silesian University in Sosnoweic, Poland before she
transferred and became a speech and
communications major at HSU.
She said she wants to stay in the

6

Open Early, Late, & Weekends

I love it here. The
people have an open
attitude toward life.
They’re very often
liberated. 9

kinko’s
the copy cénter
1618 G Street, Arcata 822-8712
2021 Sth Street #C, Eureka 445-3334

REGISTER
TO
VOTE

United States for two more years and

finish her degree before returning
home.
“I love it here,” she said. “The

people have an open attitude toward
life. They’re very often liberated.”
Although Drzewiecka left Poland
in August 19839, just before the
Solidarity Government gained
control, she said friends and family
have told her that very little has
changed.

JOLANTA

DRZEWIECKA

Polish transfer student

Julie Fulkerson served on
the Arcata City Council from
“Life there is still difficult and
depressing,” she said. “The economy
is still bad.”
Drzewiecka’s parents’ savings were
only enough to cover her trip here.
Although she is now supporting

herself completely, she said that HSU
theater arts Professor John Heckel

paid the university fees for all five of
the Polish students he helped bring
Please see Contrasts, page 7

1980 to 1988. Now we have
student bus rates and more

parkland.

sama Statement dato
ce

-

e

Paid for‘by Students for Julie
ce
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Using the results of the survey, we set two major
goals for this year at our annual retreat.
Academic Diversity. We will work to promote academic
excellence and services at HSU, as well as support
multicultural concerns and appreciation.
e_
Contact: John Bair.

Meeting Tue. 5 p.m., in our office.
Associated Students Government. We

Government can be stronger. That’s why

we're pursuing every avenue to streamline
our process, even if this means writing a

believe the AS.

'

new A.S. Constitution.
Contact: Randy Villa.

In addition, we are continuing our work to improve
alternative transportation and campus food services.
For those interested in these issues, stop by our office in
the University Center, South Lounge. There’s plenty to do.

5
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Cultural diversity
Asian union stretches ethnic boundaries
by Amy Skonieczny
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Using the results of a student
survey, we set qoals for this year.
The top two are promoting
academic diversity, and
streamlining the student
government.
The new Academic Diversity
committee meets Tue. 5 p.m. in
our office Our mission: To create
an atmosphere which promotes
multicultural and academic
diversity. Options being explored:
* Developing a lecture and debate
series

Sponsoring a Multicultural Fair
* Increasing Computer Labs and
Hours
* Increasing Library Periodical
donations
¢ Gaining Student representation
on faculty selection committees
eIncreasing Student Tutoring
Services

eAnd more
The Student Government
Streamlining Committee is reevaluating the current structure of
the A.S. government. We are
determined to increase student
empowerment and improve
representation , even if it means
writing a new constitution.

major, has been president of the club
for about one year.
“To be in the Asian Student Union,
you could be black, white, or whatever.
We’reas mucha social clubas anything
else.
“We like to be productive as well, but
usually you can mix the two,” Mah
me
said.
Mah has been
a club member
for three years,
yj and has high
sj hopes for the
4 club this year.
“Last year I
noticed that the
club wasn’t get-

Mah

4 ting started as
Si early as it used
to be. I didn’t
want to let the
idea die. It has a

powerful potential as a cultural club,”
Mah said.
“Our big activity is Lumberjack Days.
We have our usual egg roll booth. As a
result, we have alot of energy and capi-

tal to do what we want to do,” he said.
The club has between 15 and 20
members of various ethnic backgrounds. They join primarily to experience and learn about the culture and to
have fun.
Alex Yamoto, professor of ethnic

Food —

campus,” he said.

The club strives for diversity, promoting people of different races to join
and gain a better understanding of the

he club
doesn’t limit itself
to Asians. Asian
students don’t want

that. They want to
meet other students
as well. 4

Asian culture.

“A lot of people have assumptions
about Asians, like they are all good in
math. Thatsimply isn’t true,” Mahsaid.
“The progressive term is Asian. It
used to be oriental. Some people still
use oriental, even professors. I don’t

ALEX YAMOTO
Professor of ethnic studies

care, but it bothers some people,” he

said.
“Theclub doesn’ tlimititself to Asians.
Asian students don’t want that. They
want to meet other students as well,”
Yamoto said.
“They have the culture to be proud of
and they want to share it,” he said.
Yeng Thao, a business administra-

tion sophomore, has been a member of
the club for a year.
“Everyone looks at Asians as being
Asians, but there are so many different

kinds of Asians,” Thao said.
“I get to meet people from China,
Japan and California too. But my main
interest is meeting people from other
countries,” he said.

An

African

American

student,

Arzella Huntsman, isan English junior, and is interested in teaching En-

glish in Japan.
The club gives an impression of what
the people are like that can’t be found
in books, she said.
“We deal with Japan a lot. Our cultures are so different. I'd like to get in
their frame of mind. We're all human
beings. We're just in different places.
We can all learn from each other,”
Huntsman said.
Robert Whipple, a social science jun-

ior, has lived in Asia the past three
years.
“I want to share travel experiences
and possibly meet on the same paths
over there one day,” Whipple said.

r

For those interested, stop by our
offices in the University Center,
South Lounge.

friendship.
Christopher Mah, a junior fisheries

i

r

Here and There at HSU

Like the recipe for egg rolls, the Asian
Student Union has many ingredients
— culture, heritage, diversity and

Ps

A Communications Committee Production

studies, has been the adviser of the club
since 1981. The club started in the early
‘70s.
“It provides a place where students
can explore Asian and Asian American
cultural heritage. Especially relevant
here, where the Asian population is so
small,” Yamoto, whoalso serves as ethnic studies department head, said.
“The main function is to learn about
and keep in touch with the Asian culture and heritage, and in that sense,
create a plural atmosphere here on

For the Record
In last week’s Lumberjack ad (p2)
we neglected to mention that Kris
Klamm is the representative for the
College of Humanities and Michael
Bender is the new Academic Affairs
commissioner. Also, Joe Lucas’

Student Affairs committee meets
in Nelson Hall East Mon. 4 p.m.,
not 3 p.m.
Funded by the Associated Students

¢ Continued from page 4

7

4

morning traffic, students from the
Forestry or Natural Resources buildings
or from the Annex.”
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“Mostly the people who come here are

a

ropes

so people can just hit and run,”said
Clark, who sets up shop outside Harry
Griffith Hall every morning by 8 a.m.

f

Housing in Arcata

Are you interested in the Arcata
housing situation¢ HSU promised
to house 252 students by the fall of
next year in its new residence hall
above Jolly Giant Creek. Now,
after clearing the site, we are told
every thing is on hold. Find out
why at Monday night’s Student
Legislative Council meeting, 6 p.m.
University Center, South Lounge.
The director of housing, Harland
Harris, along with HSU’s director
for physical services, Ken Combs,
will be on hand to answer
questions. Bring a friend.
|

The Lumberin’ Jack offers a good
stop when looking around campus for
bagels, juice, coffee, sandwiches,
burgers or other small deli items. It is
easy to find too — It never moves, no
matter what the name implies.
Galbraith said profit from the service is not the main goal — with $22,000

in total sales last year, the services netted
$2,000 in profit. It was “decided that
the south side of the campus needed
some type of food service and a satellite
cafeteria was too expensive.”
Setting up another “satellite” cafeteria such as the Depot amid the
massive state budget cuts would be a
difficult task to perform, Galbraith said.
But the purchase of a second truck to
meet increasing food demands is possible.
“There was a meeting last Friday of

the Lumberjack Enterprises Board

of

PHOTO BY JASON SCHROEDE/

Senior range management major Kevin Atchley purchases food from the

Lumberin’ Jack on Tuesday. It sells burgers, juice and other items
daily.

Supervisors and one of the topics discussed was conducting a survey to see
if a second truck was needed,” he said.
However, according to Galbraith, no
one at the meeting was sure how to get
the survey started.

“The truck we have now is leaky

and has some rust. We're looking into

selling this one and buying

that’s not from the North

another one

Coast,” he

said.
Galbraith added that it would be

hard to find a rust-free vehicle in this
part of Northern California. .. . .

The Lumberjack
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Aussie ‘blokes’ like Arcata life

PLEASE
REGISTER

by Colleen Futch
LUMBERJACK STAFF
dif-

SIUM atl ole-selam wre muir hele
of Arcata from 1984 to 1986.
She restored our wetlands
and supported Arcata’s
sustained-yield forest.

colhis
baspub

for some grub and ggrog. After he’s a bit
“pissed” he could “win one on” — if

fe FULKERSON

he’ s lucky— and wake up the next day
“in the horrors.” See? No different.
Michael Letters and Anthony Kerr
came
from
the University of
to

they’re pleased with the way they’ve
been treated.
“Peopleare really friendly here,” Kerr
said. “They say ‘good-day’ when you
walk down the street.”
“They’re friendly here, friendly at
home,” Letters agreed, “But you get a

Self Serve

PHOTO BY COLLEEN FUTCH

Australians Michael Letters, left, a physical education major, and Anthony
Kerr, a business major, relax in their dorm room after a day of classes.

bit friendlier after a few drinks don’t
you?”

Another difference between the Uni-

The average grade, according to Let-

According to Letters and Kerr, the

versity of Queensland and HSU is the

ters, isa four or five. “That means you’ve
put down 50 percent of the things they
wanted to hear,” he said.

little

“You work a lot more progressively

grading system. According to Letters,
it is uncommon to get an “A” in most

classes back home.

here,” Letters said. “You have a series

“Nobody gets 90 percent,” he said.

of exams throughout the semester. At

“We have a scale of one through seven,
with seven being the highest. Only
about 2 percent of the students get that.

home we have one comprehensive
exam at the end on everything you’ve

“You work hard (here) to go away,”

he said. “At home we work hard to stay

one—the lowest fail.”

Contrasts

communist rule and who at age 14

professor by their first name (in

lived under martial law, said she
appreciates the freedom American
students have in choosing classes.

as ‘Professor and their last name,”
she said.

“In Poland you choose a certain
field, and then each semester you get

students, Drzewiecka considers there

¢ Continued from page 5

here last year.
In addition to his personal financial
help, he has established the Polish
Student Scholarship Fund.
According to Drzewiecka, the
contrasts between Poland and the
United States are not only economical
and governmental.
College life is different too, she
said.

; a..

hard

It’s nearly impossible.”

Letters also said that “you'd almost
have to constructively go out to get a

Drzewiecka, who grew up under

a list of the classes you must take,”
Drzewiecka said.
She said that the atmosphere is less
formal here, including not having to
dress professionally for tests.
Drzewiccka also said students treat
faculty different here too.

where we are. It makes sense to live
with our parents. They’ re good enough
to support us so we can bum around
and geta degree.”

to be a variety of food here on
campus.
Drzewiecka said that her former

campus had only one booth that sold
food — cold food — and she said
HSU students have no reason to

complain.
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Unlike a majority of other HSU

A represeniative will be on campus

1031 H St.

1618 G Street, Arcata 822-8712
2021 Sth Street #C, Eureka 445-3334

Poland). “You always address them

The UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO. offers an intensive ABA Approved post graduate 14 week
LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM. This Program
will enable you to put your education to work as a
Sstulled meniber of the legal team

Locally Made ‘“ Imported Soap
Crabtree <2 Evelyn products

the copy center

“You would never, never call a

day Indulge yourself in the
luxury of a bath orr shower
from Bubbles:
«

Specially Scented Bubble Bath
Bath Oils — Shower Gels

Typewriters

Kerr noticed a difference in the way

American students tend to want to leave
home for school.

been taught all year.”
“You go like a whipped dog and
forget everything else for one
week,” Kerr said.

After

oth

Paid for by Students for Julie

spend the fall semester at HSU. So far

studying schedule at HSU is a
different.
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A Friday night in Australia is no
ferent than here.
Early in the evening an average,
lege- age vale throws on
“trackies,” a “jumper” and some
ketball Bots and heads to the local
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Winning Teams
First Week
Soccer A

Soccer B

Mischief
Rage
Sampo Pigs
Gooney Birds

Couch potatoes
Keystone
Sudden Death
Tarrat In Flyers
Dirty Rotten Red Lights

Volleyball A

Volleyball B

Monks of Doom
Janah Peterson
Desperados

Ripon Rippers
TNT
Pine Apple People

Liners

Over Hill Gang

Women's Volleyball
Gazelles

Ultra Spikes

Basketball (6ft) A
Lakers
Terminators
Amicable Ameobas
Rebels
Acme
Bulls
Buckeye

ULIRA HOT COMBO
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the hard core souls of Oregon,
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Monday

can deal with frigid survival
conditions! Horizontal frontzip
equipped with the Flush Fighter
and blind-stitched seams.
Men-Woren 268.

Thomas Shockey
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4th St. Boys

ARCATA EXCHANGE is more than
furniture on the Plaza. It's a full service surf
shop offering wet suits, boards, booties, gloves,
leashes, rash guards, hoods, wax, earplugs,

board bags, board repair, tide books, and
information exchange.
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Thursday
Industrial Strength
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Sunday
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C&C 19
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822-0312
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Chi Phi Hoops
Reen Bowl Packers
4th St. Boys
Sweat Hogs
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Road Warriors
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The state health department has issued a warning regarding the consumption of fish and shellfish caught near the Simpson Timber Co. and
Louisiana Pacific Corp. pulp mills on the Samoa
Peninsula.
The warning came after the Environmental
Protection Agency issued a report Monday naming 21 paper mills nationwide whichare emitting
enough dioxin in their waste water to cause
“potential problems to the human end of the
food chain,” an article in Tuesday’s San Francisco Chronicle stated.
Dioxin, a byproduct of the bleaching processes
used in the production of papér and pulp, is a
highly toxic substance.
According to Steve Book, chief of the state’s
health hazard assessment division in the Department of Health Services, the warning is primarily
meant for people who routinely consume fish
and shellfish caught in the proximity of the mills’
discharge sites.
Both mills release their waste water into the
ocean from pipes north of the entrance to
Humboldt Bay.
“The more opportunities for these exposures,

the greater the risk will: be,” Book said in a
telephone interview from Sacramento Tuesday.
Fritz Graff, environmental superintendent at
Simpson’s mill, said that with the addition of
new oxygen delignification systems, dioxin formation from the mill “has been reduced by over
75 percent during the last two years.”
The oxygen delignification system treats
unbleached pulp with pressurized oxygen, allowing for less chlorine bleaching.
Shep Tucker, spokesman for L-P, said that
dioxin production at the mill has been reduced
by 60 percent in the last year.
“It does not appear that EPA included these
reductions in its calculations,” Graff said.
“If the levels are really lower now, the question
is how much lower and for how long,” Book said.
Details of the state’s advisory will be sent to the
Department of Fish and Game in Eureka, he said.

In a press release Monday Simpson said the

EPA’s assessment is overstated.

“A growing body of scientific evidence indicates that dioxin is far less toxic to humans than
was previously thought,” the release states.

PHOTO BY JAYMIE SCOTT

HSU aquatic ecology senior Glenn Harkleroad brings a keg to the counter at The Liquor Still.

County considers keg law
by Alex Long
LUMBERJACK STAFF

The responsibility of choosing designated drivers
at keg parties may soon be accompanied by the
responsibility of choosing designated keg-watchers
to keep minors from drinking beer.
_ There are two reasons for this: first, because it’s the
law,and second,

because the Humboldt County Board

of Supervisors will soon be considering an ordinance
that will make it easier to trace the person responsible
for a keg.
Supervisor Bonnie Neely said the ordinance would
require kegs to have identification numbers on them
to fix responsibility for the keg on the buyer. She said
the present system of taking a $50 deposit was not
adequate, remarking that kegs are often abandoned
when the police 'show up at a party.
“They figure, ‘Oh well, I’m out 50 bucks,” Neely
said.
Neely said the ordinance is needed because too
many teen-agers get hurt after drinking at “keggers,”
adding that three Humboldt County teen-agers have

died in alcohol-related car accidents in the past few
months. All these teens had been drinking at keg
parties before their deaths.
Neely said retailers of kegs have responded

fa-

vorably to the idea of the ordinance.
“They're willing to do their part,” she said.
Safeway employee Connie Posey said Safeway already has numbered labels on its kegs.
“The police can definitely track it down to us and
find out who bought it,” she said.

The Board of Supervisors will consider the measure
as soon as the county counsel's office finishes draft-

ing it. If the Board passes the ordinance it will send it
on to the cities for consideration.
Arcata City Manager Alice Harris said the city is
waiting for the county ordinance to see if a city law is

needed.
Neely said she would like to see city ordinances as
well as the county law. She stressed the importance of
being able to hold keg buyers responsible for who

drinks from their kegs.
“We hope this will make people watch who's
drinking their beer,” Neely said.

Probation department and HSU form program for a state first
by Chris Jackson
LUMBERJACK STAFF

_

HSU may become the first university in California
\.to train probation officers.

.\The training

program would be a joint effort be-

he ag HSU and |the state’s probation department to

help

alleviate jail overcrowding.
“This is the first time we have had a partnership

manager
W. Page,
Charles taras
said stati
ersitytionsystem.”.
-ptsclec
andraining
Che StateTo#
Bosrd

between the probation department and the state

:

of Corrections.

With approval, HSU will offer a curriculum enDick Swanson, HSU Director of Continuing Educa- . abling those completing the program to become certion, explained that no date has been set for the ‘tified probation officers.
program to begin accepting and instructing students
“What we are looking at now is a 14-unit package

as it is awaiting final approval from the board.
“Final acceptance by the board is pretty
technicality at this point because we pre

passed muster on all the content and

the

schedule,” Swanson said.

much a
uch

course

“What we are trying to firm up now are the in

structor approval-and

said.

the actus ally

a

scned

os

that will allow Cito have the entry-level requirements for
ia in the field of probation,”
Dave Lehman, Humboldt County chief probation

officer, said at a press conference

plan was unveiled.

Sept. 18 where the

The program was designed with the hope that it
ow

=
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Eureka synagogue hires

sic, raffles, food and drinks, is a cel-

ebration of the sister-city connection

between Arcata and Camoapa, Nicaragua. The Arcata-Camoapa
Sister

first permanent rabbi

City Project began in 1986.

group has raised money to help
residents in the Nicaraguan town and

in 1988 sent a bus to Camoapa loaded

by Catherine Kenny
LUMBERJACK STAFF

with medical supplies, clothes and

$;
;

other donated items. Also in 1988,

There is a new rabbi in town.

Arcata sent three dentists to Camoapa

Rabbi Les Scharnberg conducted his
first servicesat Temple
Beth Elin Eureka
in mid-August. He arrived just in time
for the Jewish High Holy Days, Rosh
Hashanah (New Year)and Yom Kippur
(Day of Atonement.) He is the first permanent rabbi ever to be hired by the

Children’s centers

hold rummage sale
The Arcata and McKinleyville
Children’s Centers are holding their
annual rummage sale Sept. 29 and 30

synagogue.
Scharnberg is also a lecturer at HSU,

at the Eagles’ Hall, 11th and J streets

in Arcata.
The Children’s Centers provide
working parents, students and lowincome families with childcare for
pre-schoolers. and after-school prorams for grade-school students.

teaching Introduction to Judaism and
Introduction to Mythology. Rabbi, incidentally, is Hebrew for teacher.
Roz Keller, president of the congregation since July, said the members are

Teasers

grateful to have him.
“I think he’s perfect for our commu-

Rabbi Les Scharnberg arrived at
Temple Beth El just in time for
Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur.

Scharnberg, who is originally from
New Mexico, said he likes the area and
has received great support from the
Jewish and non-Jewish communities.

“I’m excited, maybe even ecstatic,”
he said.
Scharnberg has a wide range of in“I was, in the sixties, going to be a

poet,” he said.
Instead of being a poet, however,
Scharnberg worked as a psychotherapist for 10 years and spent three of

fiestas in the street
The Arcata~-Camoapa Sister City
Projectis holding its fifthannual street
fiesta Sept. 30 from noon to 8 p.m. on
IStreet between 10thand 11th streets.
The fiesta, complete with live mu-

-

Please sce Rabbi, next page
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to raise enough

Sister City project

those years in the east Los Angeles area
where he counseled members of street
gangs.
Before thathe was in the Peace Corps,
working in Africa for three years.
Though he has pursued various interests, Scharnberg said, “there has al-

terests.

hope

money for equipment needed at the
Arcata and McKinleyville centers.
People are invited to donate items
for the sale. For more information
call 822-1423.

PHOTO BY TODD CRAINE

nity,” Keller said.

I/=

for a week-long dental clinic.
Proceeds from the event will ben-

efit medical and community projects
in Camoapa.

Seat open on nukefree commission
There is a vacancy on the Arcata
Nuclear Free Zone Commission, the

seven-member board that oversees
adherence to the city’s Nuclear
Weapons Free Zone Act.
The ordinance, signed in August of
1989, is designed to restrict work on
nuclear weapons and the transportation and storage of nuclear weapons
in Arcata. The ordinance also serves
to minimize contracts for and purchases of any products and services
of nuclear weapons contractors.
Members of the Nuclear Free Zone
Commission serve four-year terms.

The commission meets once a month,
and prospective members must be
residents of Arcata or must work in
the city limits. For more information
call the Arcata city manager’s office.
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Arcata City Council notes
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Simpson withdraws annexation
request; waiting on jail location
in the Arcata Bottoms at the Sept. 19
Arcata City Council meeting.
At the Sept. 5 Arcata City Council
meeting, Simpson representative
Duane A. Pearsons had requested
the city annex the land located west
of Arcata city limits on Foster Avenue
in order forit to be provided with city
sewer services.
Simpson has a prospective buyer
for the land. However, the land is
also being considered by the county
as the possible site for a jail.
At its meeting last week, Stephan
Lashbrook, community development
director, told the council the uncertainty of the county’s plan todevelop
the site complicated the prospective
buyer’s plan— “too much for him to
try to pursue annexation right now.”
Lashbrook said Simpson indicated
they may request annexation again
once the county decides whether to
place a jail on the site.
At
the
Sept.
5 meeting,
Councilmember Lynne Canning expressed her concern that the city
should have some control over what
is done with the property, 30 acres of
which is located on prime agricultural land. The property has a total
area of 209 acres.
Lashbrook said at last week’s
meeting the city has not lost its leverage over future developments on
\_ the land. The city has control over

Rabbi

where he was immersed in the Jewish

traditionand the Hebrew language and

\

4

“Riders wishing to drive by automobile or bicycle and board a bus are
currently faced with lack of parking or
vehicle storage space,” Batini stated in
a memo to City Manager Alice Harris.
“We hope that by building this
facility...we will help with the parking
situation as well as the congestion that
we have,” Batini said at the meeting.
The proposed 1,800-square-foot center will include public parking, a bike
storage area, a taxi stand, and a local
and regional bus transfer station.
The grant would provide 50 percent
of the total cost for the structure. The
city’s half of the costs would be covered
by transit reserve and redevelopment
funds.
The CTC is scheduled to make its

ye

&

In another

matter,

the council
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Int. Co-ed Knitting
9/27
Knit a sweater in 4 weeks!
Beg. Spinning
9/29
Use a spindle & wheel
Beg. Weaving
10/3
4 week class for holiday

tice.

The department will also mail information to soccer enthusiasts about
the changes being made. A turnaround area for cars will also be incorporated.
Tim Ash, of Ribeiro Lane near the
park, said that residents are waiting
to see if the changes made by the
department will improve the situa-

giving

Beg. Co-ed Knitting
10/6
Learn Basics/knit a cap

ADVANCE REGISTRATION
REQUIRED
for more info call 822-4269

J

tion.

We Also offer free assistance

for your
needlework problems

on Saturday mornings and the
encourages anyone who is interin the Torah to attend.
Torah is the first five books of the

941 H St. ¢ Open Everyday

Se

We're More Than

campus. The group is small, with only
about
ten members, but Scharnberg said
they are a dynamic group.
Members meet for brown bag lunches
Tuesdayson the steps of Founders Hall.

« Sega Genesis

The Jewish Student Union is plan-

ning to host the lively music of the
Jewish Wedding Band on Oct. 21 in the
Kate Buchanan Room.

Homeopathy

Osteopathy-

Treatment of Musculoskeletal Pain

Attitudinal Change

822-4856

ee ee

tdeo Wizard

viser for the Jewish Student Union on

Announces the opening of his office in
Family Practice and specializing in
natural healing methods:

a ian

..

pick up their kids from soccer prac-

Discover the Healing Power Within
Martin Smukler, MD, MLCOM

Crystals for jewelry and crafts

a
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YARNS

congestion of cars as parents come to

Services for Yom Kippur will be held
at the synagogue Friday evening at7:30.
Rabbi Scharnberg is also the co-ad-

A

es
2

Also, the Parks and Recreation De-

surrounding areas. The synagogue in

traditional. A Torah study group now

Paid for by Students for Julie

partment will insist on a one-half
hour gap in the scheduling of soccer
activities at the park to avoid the

Bible.

Eureka has only about 60 member
families. Scharnberg said he would like
to see some of the other residents get
more involved and get in touch with
their spiritual roots and tradition.
The synagogue was completed in
1967. Members travel from places as far
as Crescent City to attend Friday
evening services.
Scharnberg hopes to start a Saturday
morning service which he said is more

ULKERSON
SUPERVIS
OR

FOR

heard from Director of Public Works
Franklin R. Klopp who presented a
three-point plan to deal with residents’ concerns over the parking
situation at Union Pacific Park.
The parking lot at the park has only
one area for vehicles to enter and exit.
Residents who live near the lot are
concerned that drivers pose a danger
to pedestrians when they back out
onto the street.
The plan includes installing botha
fence around the area and signs prohibiting backing out onto the street.

hundred Jewish families in the city and

Mineral Specimens

P.O. Box 600
Trinidad

Councilmember Elizabeth Lee said.

area is not a large one, with about three

The Jewish population in the Eureka

oe

“T think this (the transfer center) is

one of the best ideas that has come
down the road in a long time,”

meets
rabbi
ested
The

gious sites.

ways been a simultaneous wrestling
with the spiritual.”
He said he has “shifted gears,” but
that a rabbi sometimes is involved in
forms of therapy, as when counseling
members of the congregation.
Scharnberg was recently ordained
after completing a program at the
Academy for Jewish Religion in New
York. The first year of the program was
spent living and working in Israel,

\e7

tion.

where was able to visit historic reli-

* Continued from previous page

Kh

Also at the meeting, the council de-

cided to apply fora grant to construct a
new transfer station for the city’s bus
service.
The California Transportation Commission offers grants each year to fund
transit capital improvements. The
council is seeking the grant to construct
a new transfer center north of the Arcata Ballpark. The new station would
cost an estimated $683,000, said Transportation Manager Sharon Batini.
A transfer station is now located at
City Hall on Seventh and F streets.
Batini said the station is constrained by
the lack of a facility to accommodate
different forms of ground transporta-

‘Nintendo Games
Q's
+ Movie Merchandise <4 Tax
* Cotton Candy
Gifts
1000's
of

822-7305|

a

\ ,

Open
7

i |

annexation request for land it owns

or the county.

decision on the city’s application in
July of 1991. If the grant is approved,
construction is slated to begin immediately with completion expected by
September 1993.

a

Simpson Timber Co. withdrew its

sewer services. He said this leverage
would be an incentive for negotiations
over use of the land by either Simpson

a
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This unidentified “creature” drummed

danced along in the All Species Parade
Sunday.

and

lj Lucas Thornburg, 4, and Sandra

@ | Laurence, an Arcata student, head
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Storytellers revitalize tradition

With artfully spoken words their stories celebrate life and culture
by Hassanah Nelson
LUMBERJACK

STAFF

Almost like conversation, the weaving of dreams, the magic of storytelling
isasoldas
the beginning of humankind.
There is close interaction between
storyteller and audience working together to create something dynamic.

People which organizes the North
Country Fair. She began the Springout,
a storytelling festival in Redwood Park,
and attended a national storytelling
conference in New Mexico. Oneconcern
of the conference was working with the

and how they have maintained through
long periods of time.
“It’s a very personal kind of experience. There’s an interaction that happens between a storyteller and an audience that doesn’t happen when you

community.

look at television or even when

Since then, Loya has taught classes
on storytelling through HSU extension

look at theater. In theater, you have
people working off each other and the

you

the cause of

storytelling on the North Coast. The
group will perform once a month at
Casa de Qué Pasa through the school
year.
The performers include Olga Loya,
Aaron Shepard, Maureen Kearns, Bill

were a number of storytellers coming
through the area doing workshops.”
Shepard took some storytelling
classes from Loya at HSU.
Except for Mesinger, an HSU speech

communications professor who is a
founding member of the Chamber
Jambalaya

for approximately

three

years.
“Kathy Koskela, a Native American,
has a‘ very natural style and a real his-

tory of storytelling. Matthew wasa student of mine many years ago. He'll

oe

eel l

and Matthew Daniel, Kathy Koskela
and Bonnie Mesinger.

juxtapositiona
story with guitar music.
Maureen was taking classes from me

too. She does a lot of old classics. It’s

The group formally began about a
year anda

to teach this year. When | started, there

Readers, group members performed
informally in Wintertales at the

The Humboldt Storytellers is a nonprofit group advancing

education department. She’s still going

half ago with Loya, Shepard

and Kearns.
“Olga called me and said it’s about
time we had a storytelling group,” said
Shepard, who makes his living telling
stories and writing children’s books.
Loya, a professional storyteller since
1981 and a 22-year resident of
Humboldt County, isleaving thecounty

and through Arcata Parks and Recreation, while performing solo or with
other storytellers. She has performed
throughout the North Coast and had
her own storytelling show on KHSU.
Asked why people are so attracted to

audience

reacts

to them,

but

in

storytelling, you’re doing a direct interaction with them. People really miss
that and like having that exchange.

Storytelling takes us back to another
time, a safe time for a lot of different
reasons,” Loya said.

for San Jose and will make her final

storytelling, Loya said, “I think it has a

performance with the group tonight.
A grade school teacher, Loya began
by telling stories to her classes. She was
a founding member of The Same Old

lot to do with our time. It’s pretty scary

“Most

and storytelling has a continuum of
past, present and future. There’s a
chance to find out about other cultures

workshop

people

start by taking

a

on storytelling,” Shepard

said. “Olga’s been teaching regular
classes through the (Humboldt
County)

wonderful to hear them in their true
form. She also works a lot with Hmong
people and has got some wonderful
Hmong stories that she tells. Bill has a

dry kind of Texas twang,adry humor,”
Loya said.
Kearns, who has a multiple subjects
credential from HSU, teaches English
as asecond language in Eureka schools.
“1 usually do old folktales and
fairytales, myths, stories that originally

were oral stories. Folktales from the
Please see Stories, page 15
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Small industries lacking, report states
More small businesses could help ease Humboldt’s sluggish economy
structure “have caused the economy to lose highwage permanent jobs and to shift in the composition
of its employment base.”
“The decline in resource industries has left income

Per capita incomes
Per capita personal income for
Humboldt County, California and United States

levels in Humboldt County substantially below the
California average and even below the United States
average,” the report states.

(based on 1962 dollars)

The report also outlined “strategic recommenda-

Phoenix, Ariz., stated in

The report, which is based on 140 personal inter-

the creation of more small, locally owned industries

which “...create wealth, by selling goods and services
produced locally to buyers who live outside the
County.”
“By standard economic measures — unemployment rate and per capita income — Humboldt
County’s economy is not providing enough of its
citizens as good a living as possible,” the report

industries: timber, fishing and agriculture.

While timker production has increased in recent
"years, the report says that changes in the industry's

Eee
tn

‘88

i Humbolet County average
GRAPIEC
BY LESLE WES

tion, the growth of small industries “seems to be in a
period of flux.”
Most of the companies in Arcata which seem to be
prospering are companies which began 10 years ago,
she said.
The Mountain West report also stated that new
businesses will be most successful if they follow the
example set by businesses already established in
Humboldt County.
Undoubtedly, one of the most successful small

industries in Humboldt County is Yakima Products
of Arcata.
In 10 years the company, which produces roof
racks to carry sporting equipment on the tops of cars,
has grown from a company of four employees to an
expanding corporation of 125 employees.
Don Banducci, president and part owner of Yakima,

for about five years. One of the biggest draws to this
area is the small-city atmosphere, which appeals to
many early retirees “burned out on city living.”
“If someone is not inclined to the outdoors, they’re
not going to come here,” she said.
While there seem to be many investments in real

The report states the main reason for the county’s
eroding economic base is the decline of its resource

U.S. average

Source: Bureau of Economic Anatysio, Department of Commuares

The company of 30 employees has been established

stated.

be

an)
(Ci catttornia average

already seems to bea trend of businesses relocating to
Humboldt County from metropolitan areas.
But not every business is right for Humboldt
County, Haynes said.
Haynes said the county’s isolation can be costly for
industries that have to ship larger products, but that
the cost of shipping for smaller items is no more
expensive from this area than it is from the San
Francisco area.
ae businesses just would not make it here,” she
said.
One mail-order business in southern Humboldt
County, Music For Little People, is showing large
profits, Haynes said.

views and six case studies of county businesses, was
funded by several local organizations including the
Private Industry Council of Humboldt County, Redwood Region Economic Development Commission
and the Arcata Economic Development Corp.
The county’s salvation, the report states, could be

ot
2

Thousands of dollars

_s

‘86

gion Economic Development Commission, said there

a February 1990 report
called “What Businesses Make Sense for Humboldt
County.”

otk
WwW

16

tions” for the county including a need for effective
leadership
—in both the public
and private sectors—
and the establishment of organizations to support
small businesses.
The report lists 51 “target industries” which it feels
would be successful in Humboldt County. These
industries fall into nine categories: tourism, professionals, information processing, publishing, wood
products, value-added agricultural products, clothing and leather goods, musical instrument manufacturing and craft goods.
Linda Haynes, executive director of Redwood Re-

Small business could make a big difference for
Humboldt County.
Unless aggressive steps are taken to encourage the
growthand development
of specific small industries “Humboldt County
will slip into long-term
rural stagnation.”
Thatis what Mountain
West Research, a business consulting firm from

=
8©O
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by John Hatcher

a
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Editor's note: This is the first part of an ongoing series
about Humboldt County ‘soft’ industries. In the coming
weeks The Lumberjack will print stories featuring various
small industries in the county.

said there are pros and cons to having a small busi-

estate, said Kathy Ehnebuski, commercial loan offi-

cer of the Arcata Economic Development Corpora-

Please see Industry, next page
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Industry

sionary,” he said.
“I think our future lies in promotion

of Redwood National Park...having a
thriving tourism around Humboldt

* Continued from previous page

Bay. It’s just getting the community to

ness in Humboldt County.
“We should by all rights be in LA or

the Bay Area, and there is a price that
you pay for that,”
he said.

There is a trade
off, he said, for
“quality of life
and quality onthe
part of the em-

ployees that live
here.”
He said the
growth of other
small industries
in the area is happening ona slow
scale.
“I would have
expected in the
10-year period

(since

‘Tl

Bob

Ornelas said Arcata has had a

large

number of small
business
successes because

the city nurtures
small businesses.
Ornelas himself has a small
business. He is

hasn’t decided what

it wants to be yet.

partownerof the
Mad

River

world really show us that even |

though we all may look and
act differently, we're all basically thesame,
Weall deal with the samearchetypes,

Let’s face it — we’re

School and checked it out for the fun

living in the past

which

plans to begin
bottling and distributing
its alein

of it,” Daniel, an Arcata native, said.

Lake,

around here. 9

the near future.
Ornelas said

DON

the greatest benefit of locally

BANDUCCI

president and part owner of

produced prod-

Yakima Products of Arcata

have

ucts is that “we

seen another half-

export

dozen or dozen more companies
growing up like us,” he said.
“This county hasn’t decided what it

raw

ma-

terials and import profits.”
Small industry growth has been lim-

had

this

show

called

Folkstories on KHSU. I actually did
about three or four stories on my
own show. Sometimes she'd be on it.
She had some guests on it. She might
tape some live performances of
people. I did some of the Wintertales
at the Jambalaya and Id usually tell
a story at the Humboldt Folklife
Festival,” he said.
Matthew’s father, Bill, is an HSU

“The money is here. But where are
they putting their money? They’re not
investing in their community.”

Valley, said she became interested in

ited in Humboldt County because of
how people are investing their money,
Ornelas said.

Mountain West report which states that

are putting money into real estate —

lack of leadership is a major problemin
the county.
“We have some people making some
decisions for-us that are less than vi-

“She

political science professor.
“My dad got into it two or three
years later. He got hold of a tape and
there wasa story onit he liked and he
said he'd like to try to tell it. He tried
itone timeat Wintertales and then he
kind of got into it,” Daniel said.

wants to be yet,” he said. “Let's face it
— we're living in the past around here.”
Banducci said he agreed with the

“The disgrace in California is people
not manufacturing,” he said.

1
—

aS

Koskela, a Wailaki from Round

loud was the most rewarding,”
Koskela said.
sie

-

Mesinger is the newest memberof |
the Humboldt Storytellers.
“| was teaching a class, ‘From
Family to Fiction.’ We were using
family stories and turning them into
fiction. I wanted to promote that idea
and do some of it myself. I told a
story once
at Casa de Qué Pasa (with
the Humboldt Storytellers). It was
great. It was like what I do in class,

but it’s a different audience. It encouraged me to try todo some things
a little differently,” Mesinger said.
The Humboldt Storytellers will

present an evening of World Tales,

with stories from the past, present
and future tonight at 9 at Casa de
Que

Pasa for $3 admission.

special Factory Ouflet Sale
Begins October ‘st for two weeks only!
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Manufactured in Arcata
Guaranteed not to shrink or pill.
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10 colors e 13 styles
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858 G Street
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Also

featured is a 20-minute open mike,
with a five-minute limit per story.

Willow

-

False

the same challenges, the same joys County area. —
“lve always had an interest in the .
and sorrows. We're all the same creature,” Kearns said.
history of the area and the local
Matthew Daniel, a 17-year-old Ar- people. Fifty percent of my stories
cata High School senior, has been a areaboutthat,“ she said.
“In the last 10 years or so, I realized
storyteller since he was 9 years old,
I
was
never going to be a wniter. It
while at Sunset School in Sunnybrae.
wasn’t writing that excited me. It
“I'd heard of a class in storytelling
was the words, that saying them out
that Olga was giving at Equinox

Brewery in Blue

Yakima

would

start working together,” he said.
Arcata City Councilmember

his county

was established)
we

Wednesday, Sept. 26, 1990

Open
8 a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 days a week
3 locations to serve you:
Westwood:-Sunnybrae-Cutten
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an alternative to incarceration,” Page

| ie

Probation

said.

* Continued from page 9

would relieve an overcrowded prison
system. The Humboldt County jail has

x

~

been overcrowded since 1985, accord-

LUMBERJACK ENTERPRISES
Food For Thought
Humboldt State is a unique
pace.

rom
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spe-
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s
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owever, is lackInp fit fo m our veggetarian customers. especial y our three-meal-

ing to probation department records.
“We are talking about some cost savings here. Corrections is a big business
and it’s an expensive business,” Page
said.
“When you're talking about the the
jail system and overcrowding, probation is an alternative that can help cut
out some of those costs,” he said.
Over the last 12 years the influx of
prisoners into the state’s county jails
has grown from 25,000 to last year’s
figure of 62,000 inmates, Page said. By

1994 the number of inmates is expected
to reach 92,000.

“We don’t have any more money to
build the jails so we’ve got to do
something with some of those people.
One part of this jigsaw is what we are
doing here at HumboldtState, trying to
getsome people trained so as to present

Students completing the program will
be eligible to workas probation officers
in any county in the state.
Student fees for the certification
curriculum would be provided by state
Standards and Training for Corrections
funds. The Board of Corrections,
through the STC program, subsidizes
training for probation departments
throughout the state through penalty
assessment funds.
“Criminals pay money into the penalty assessment fund through fines and
we turn around and give it to the probation department to pay the tuition
for these students to become probation
officers through taking a required cur-

she is deemed eligible by the court.

Sucha program would havean average
cost per day of $12 for each probationer.

Page explained that probation offers
an alternative to renting space in a
neighboring county’s jail, such as Del
Norte, which costs an average of $60
per inmate.
“A student on campus who was
perhaps a junior or senior in the social

science area, upon completing these
courses and graduating

departments

Since 1987 the Board of Corrections
has been putting together an “alternatives program” to deal with jail overcrowding.
This has involved what the board
“intensive

supervision”

stand

throughout

the state,”

Swanson said.
“It’s a pretty complex process to take
a pretty straightforward, very wellvalidated training program and adapt
it into a university format.
“Thecurriculum will be composed of
four new courses. Two courses would
fall under the political science department, one under psychology and one
under sociology,” he said.
Courses would
be taught by members
of the courts, the sheriff’s department
and the HSU faculty.

riculum,” Lehman said.

terms

would

an excellent chance of applying and
being accepted at paroleand corrections

and

“home monitoring,” in which the probationer is under the supervision of the
probation department, providing he or

a-day | J” cus omiers, would be ex-
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Do You Need Some Money?
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Firefighters volunteer more than just time
by Jack Durham

now a volunteer fire fighter and a CPR instruc-

LUMBERJACK STAFF

tor.

When the siren wails, don’t be alarmed — the
Arcata Volunteer Fire Department's 55 volunteers will respond.
Volunteers are on call 24 hours a day to serve
the 30,000 residents from Bayside to
McKinleyville.
The volunteers respond to calls ranging from
the fire that roared through Hensel Hardware
in February and caused an estimated $600,000
in damage

to small

Ordell Murphy said.

kitchen

Most calls, however,

fires, Fire Chief

are medical

aid calls

including heart attacks, strokes and auto accidents.
“All activities require devotion and time from
volunteers,” Murphy said.
The volunteers are a representative cross
section of the community, he said.
“We have business people, workers and college students,” he said.
Volunteers must be at least 18 and able to pass
a medical exam.
“Fire fighting requires a good heart, lungs,

and legs,” Murphy said. “It’s strenuous.”
Volunteers must also pass a physical agility
test and train every Monday night for two to
three hours. They lear first aid, rescue and firefighting skills such as nozzle and ladder work.
“We train as a team. We work asa team,” said
James Jones, an HSU wildlife senior.

“(Volunteering) takes awaya lot of free time,”
Jones, one of five HSU student volunteers, said,

“But it’s a way to help people.”
Jones, 23, was trained by the AVFD and is

SAFE

When a call comes in, the volunteers are
notified through electronic pagers each volunteer carries with him at all times. The siren,
which can be heard at noon every day, is
sounded every 70 seconds for fires. The siren is
not used at night.
Volunteers will either report to the nearest
station or, in some cases, report to the scene,

Murphy said. There are three stations within
the Arcata Fire Protection District — the Arcata
Fire Department, the Mad River Station and the

McKinleyville Station.
Jones said he often gets called out of class, but
“teachers are understanding.”

“Some calls canbe really gut-wrenching when
you see a bad accident,” Jones said. “When

you’re on the scene, you’re so busy that you
don’t have time to dwell on it, but after, you
have time to think about it.”
Jones said he often spends more than 10 hours
a week volunteering.
“Its a fun way to do something for the community,” said Dave Flint, a systems analyst for

Simpson Timber Co.
Not all calls are fires and accidents.
“We

get a few calls for cats in trees. We

sympathize but try toconvince them that the cat
will come down,” Murphy said. “It’s not successful to try to goout and try to catcha monkey

i

or parakeet in a tree. They just move to another

limb.”
The fire department offers a CPR class the
second Wednesday of every month. For more

information

about becoming

a volunteer or

taking a CPR class, call 822-5984.

PHOTO BY JACK DURHAM

HSU wildlife senior James Jones uses a self-contained
breathing aparatus when entering buildings with toxic
fumes or smoke.
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Support groups offer alternatives to abuse
by Robert Holzman
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Some of the best recovery programs
in Humboldt County have no membership lists. In fact, members need not
give their names.
Consider Alcoholics Anonymous, a

program that lays claim to 67,000 local
groups worldwide and one million
members sharing sobriety.
With 120 nightly meetings from
Garberville to Orick, Humboldt County
is served by five separate programs
related to alcoholism alone: Alcoholics

. A lot of people used to say if you
smoked a joint, you’d be shooting drugs in a
year. I don’t think that’s necessarily true,
though when I began smoking pot I never
planned to end up a daily heroin addict.»
“DA

Anonymous; Al-Anon, for friends and

VE”

Narcotics Anonymous member

relatives of alcoholics; Adult Children
of Alcoholics; Alateen, for teens of al-

coholic parents; and Teen-Clean, for
teen-aged alcoholics.
Meetings for these programs share a
common format and purpose of recovery modeled on AA principles, but
the relation ends there.
These worldwide programs are autonomous and organized locally. Even
within each program, meetings minister to a diversity of groups. In AA, for
example, there are special meetings for
men and women only, for beginners
and Native Americans. There is also a

College of the Redwoods AA, an HSU

AA and a Gay AA.
“Each meeting has a certain theme;
even discussion topics are pre-chosen,”
said the AA District Committee Chairwoman who asked that her name be

withheld. “With such variety, chances

are people will find the meeting which
besi suits their needs.”
“I was a binge-drinker for 15 years,”
said Linda (notherreal name),a mother,
HSU graduate student and AA Crisis
Counselor with two years of sobriety
behind her. “I couldn't stop drinking
until

realized, throughan AA women’s

group, that I needed to work at it one
day at a time.”
Inaddition to Alcoholics Anonymous
in Humboldt County there are 20
Narcotics
Anonymous
groups,
Overeaters Anonymous groups, and a
Gamblers Anonymous 24-hour hotline.
Although these programs are independent, they have also adopted AA’s
“Twelfth Step Work,” twelve steps and

traditions consistingof admitting one’s

addiction, making amends to others
harmed by that addiction and helping
others who share the common addiction.
At local NA meetings, members oc-

Dave, who was quick to note his
opinions do not represent those of NA,
said he believes the old “Reefer Madness” film seems abit too melodramatic
by today’s standards.

“A lot of people used to say if you

smoked a joint, you’d be shooting drugs

ina year. don’t think that’s necessarily
true, though when I began smoking pot
Inever planned to end upa daily heroin
addict.
“And if we look at most practicing
addicts we find yes, in fact they started
out with pot. Basically it’s the beginning of a philosophy which is antisocial. Anything illegal, that’s knowingly done, is anti-social. If it continues,
it tends to relax behavior with the harder
stuff. Nevertheless, I know a lot people
who start with pot and stick with it. |
was not one of those people.”
At Overeaters Anonymous meetings,
members often invite guest speakers or

hold closed meetings for personal dis-

casionally darken the room for candle-

cussion. Although members have re-

lit meetings, engaging in conversation

cently beguna regimented diet program
called HOW, Over-eaters Anonymous
is not a weight-loss program.
“We're not trying to sell anything,”
said Inter-group Secretary John,an HSU
graduate student who asked that his
last namebe withheld. “Members don’t
even have to try to lose weight. Basically the program works like the oth-

commensurate with the warm atmosphere.
“The only requirement for joining is
‘a desire to break one’s addiction,” said

NA member Dave (not his real name).
“Narcotics” technically refers to such
drugs as opium, codeine, heroin and
morphine. However, NA is a program
intended for all illegal drug use, including marijuana and methamphet-

ers, as a group confessional, bringing a

amine, or “speed.”

Please see Support, next page
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Support

low alcoholics when seized by the urge
to drink.

¢ Continued from previous page

with strict confidentiality, is the hall-

This type of group therapy,

catharsis of those anxieties which usually cause people to overeat. Best of all
it keeps you away from the TV, where
most Overeaters tend to hopelessly
nibble.”
Though there are no Gamblers
Anonymous groups in Humboldt
County, there is a 24-hour hotline with
access to a GA Crisis Counselor.
. Gus, the Bay Area Inter-group secretary for GA, described the typical
gambler

as

“a compulsive,

semi-re-

spectable and lazy loner, with aboveaverage intelligence and poor self esteem.”

Gus, who asked that his last name be
withheld, said gamblers usually turn
to GA when their “luck runs totally
out.” GA offers “bail out” money to
indebted members, and counselors will
help members to draw outand maintain
a balanced budget. GA is not an antigambling program.

“I do not even think we could seriously reduce the spread of gambling if
we tried,” Gus said. “It has been the
bugaboo of humanity ever since they
gambled for Jesus’ robes.”
AA, the start of all these programs,

was co-founded in 1935 by William
Griffith Wilson, or “Bill W,” a New
York City stockbroker who discovered
he could stay dry by chatting with fel-

combined

mark of AA that other anonymous
support groups have also adopted.
Membersare referred to ona firstname,
surname or pseudonym basis only.
“Anonymity serves two basic functions,” NA World Service staff member

George Hollahan said in a telephone
interview from Los Angles. “First is the
obvious need to protect members from
any public shame, real or imagined,
and, in the case of narcotics addiction,
to protect them from any criminality
associated with usage. Second is simply
to promote a greater sense of equality.”
In spite of their worldwide status,
none of these programs have developed
the vast bureaucracies whichencumber
many organizations. There are no official spokesmen, no fees or rules and
regulations, no bewildering labyrinths
of office space housed in sky-high
buildings and no piles of paperwork to
be sorted. Virtually all elected positions
are within local groups, filled by recovering members on a rotating basis.

Membership is voluntary and meetings take place in donated church and
building spaces. Only the World and
General Service Boards for each program act as public figureheads for the
dissemination of program literature.
Pre-recorded listings of meeting dates
and times, forall these programs, are as

close as the nearest phone and

directory.
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Narcotics Anonymous
reaches around the globe
by Kenny Willis
GUEST WRITER

More than 4,000 recovering drug
addicts attended the 20th Annual World
Convention of Narcotics Anonymous
held in Portland, Ore. over Labor Day
weekend.
The theme of the convention was
“Recovery, The Journey Continues.”
Narcotics Anonymous was founded
inSouthern California in the early 1950s.
Members meet regularly to share their
experiences, strength and hopes with
one another to help each other stay off

drugs. Members of the groups use a
formof the 12 steps of recovery adopted
from the now-famous Alcoholics
Anonymous.
The Narcotics Anonymous program

provides an alternative for those seeking recovery from addiction problems
other than just alcoholism. Narcotics

from around the world spoke at more
than 40 meetings and workshops
throughout the four-day convention.
Workshop themes included such topics as “Recovery is My Responsibility,”
“Recovery and Relapse,” “Fun in Re-

Adley Shulman, an HSU lecturer in
business law, explained that price-fixing violates both federal and state antitrust laws. Antitrust laws, he said, are
“designed to prevent interference with
the free market economy. You might

just as well call them ‘anti-improper-

As new Pastors of

CoME

Arcata Assembly of
God, we would be
honored to have you

including

Israel,

France, Germany,

Brazil, Mexico and Canada. The crowd
gave a standing ovation to the group
from the Soviet Union in recognition of

its first time being represented at the
world convention.
A recovering addict with more than

five years of complete abstinence from
drug use, identified only as Anna H.
from Australia, was the speaker at the
closing meeting Sept. 2. After sharing
for an hour her own experience in re-

Convention

LOGGINGTOWN

country.

Editor's note: Kenny Willis is arecovering

drug addict with more than four years of
complete abstinence. He was in prison from
1980 to 1982 for selling drugs, and was

released on parole. Today heis married with
four children and js an HSU student
studying art administration.

“Buyers decide what they’re willing to
pay and sellers decide what they’re
willing to accept. When they come to
an agreement, a sale takes place.
“Now, if the free market works
properly, the same thing happens with

all products. Willing buyers and sellers
agree on the price for goods. When the
sellers agree to sell at a fixed price, they
interfere with the smooth running of
our economic system.
Please see Petroleum, back page
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Roll call revealed that all 50 states
and several countries were represented,

OcTOBER 5, 6 & 7

services with us.

3

ber had been continually abstinent for
34 years.

VIsIT
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come visit our friendly
church. It is our goal
to meet the needs of
the entire Family.
Come experience uplifting and exciting

"Youth Alive"

they had been “clean” was announced.
It was determined that the oldest mem-

interference-with-the-free-market’
laws.”
“A typical example of a free market
is the stock market,” Shulman said.

Larry Renner will be served within a

A
7:00 p.m.
* Nursery care available in all services

asked to stand when the length of time

World

alcohol.
Members of Narcotics Anonymous

few days, Cardoza said.

Missionettes

were

invited everyone to the

including

Petroleum, L&M Renner, and Mike and

Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.

members

21st Annual

all drugs,

nal charges, according to Cardoza. Civil
complaints against Seiler, Humboldt

Adult Bible Study 7:00 p.m.
Royal Rangers

countdown,

covery, Anna

from

* Continued from front page

Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
College Class 9:45 a.m.

During

abstinence

Petroleum

bottom of H.S.U. foot bridge

12 Steps of Recovery.”
At the main meeting Saturday night
a countdown and roll call was taken.

Anonymous is a program of complete

covery,” “Self Forgiveness” and "Tr he

1731 G Street
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Women’s health care center opens in Nicaragua
HSU student offers massage to help reduce tension in war-torn country
by Amy Skonieczny
LUMBERJACK STAFF

tations.”
The first Ixchen clinic opened January

With the Sandinista Revolution came a new way of
thinking about the needs of women in Nicaragua,
especially women’s health care.
HSU junior Martha Lynd, a cultural anthropology
major, had the opportunity this summer to experience
this first hand.
She volunteered at Ixchen, a women’s clinic in
Matagalpa, Nicaragua, through a program called
Architects and Planners in Support of Nicaragua.
This non-profit organization finds work for American volunteers interested in going to Nicaragua.
“I thought! was going to be building houses, but...
on my resume I said I had done massage. I got a
phone call saying that I was going to be a massage
therapistata women’s clinic in the mountains,” Lynd
said.
“Massage turned out to bea very good way to enter

another culture. For one thing, it feels good to anybody,” she said.
The clinic consisted of arural program where nurses
provided care and health education for women in the
countryside and a main clinic for women who stayed
in the city. Lynd remained in the clinic.
Lynd said that nine years of war between the
Sandinistas and the U.S.-backed Contras made it
dangerous for nurses from the rural program to enter
remote parts of the countryside where most of the
fighting took place.
“A lot of women had risked their lives to provide

1989 in the Nicaraguan capital of

Managua.

Lynd explained that the need for the
Matagalpa clinic intensified when the
Managua clinic opened, spurring hundreds of women from Matagalpa and the
surrounding countryside to travel three
hours by bus to Managua.
“They needed cheap healthcare,” Lynd
said.
Ixchen is a private clinic, but operates

on a sliding scale and is geared toward
low-income women, she said.
The name Ixchen comes from a Mayan
fertility goddess. “It’s a fertility goddess,
so while Ixchen on one hand provides
birth control and gives women the option
to not have children, it also supports
pregnant women and offers prenatal
care,” Lynd said.
The average Nicaraguan woman will
give birth to sevenor eight children by the
time she is 28, Lynd said.

Besides providing birth control and
prenatal care, the clinic also provides legal representation, domestic violence

counseling and sex education.
But birth control is a touchy subject in
Nicaragua, and abortion is illegal.

Although Ixchen does not offer abortion services to the public, nurses working
for the clinic were ostracized by the
Catholic Church

LV

Massage turned out

0 be a very good way to
enter another culture. For

ng, itfeels goodto

MARTHA

LYND-

. HSU junior in cultural anthropology _

health care to women. I may be coming froma similar
ideological point of view, but I haven’t risked my life
for it,” Lynd said.
Ixchen is a new idea in women’s health care because it goes beyond gynecological services toconfront
controversial issues like domestic violence, incest
and rape.
The clinic is a refuge for any Nicaraguan woman
who finds herself in trouble and needs help, Lynd
said.
Although Nicaragua’s 1979 revolution gave women

more political voice than they had under the previous

43-year Somoza dictatorship, a pamphlet about
women and the Sandinista Revolution printed in
1987 stated: “Despite the important achievements in
(equal opportunity), discrimination against women
is still prevalent in our society, and is reinforced by

women

very interesting blend of trying

PHOTOBY STACEY WILDE

to be political and non-political at the same
time,” Lynd said.
Ixchen’s policy is that women’s condi-

Most Nicaraguan women, by the time they're 28, have
given birth to seven or eight children. The recently opened
ixchen women’s clinic provides birth control, domestic
violence counseling and legal services for all women.

“It wasa

tions are very similar, regardless of the

political situation in Nicaragua or women’s
personal political beliefs.
The clinic will remain open for all
women, she said.
Serving a variety of women from different ideological backgrounds is one thing, but dealing with
these women’s husbands, boyfriends and lovers is
another, Lynd said.
“If a woman wants to get birth control, which is a
controversial thing in a predominantly Catholic

When Lynd returned from Nicaragua she began
organizing events in Humboldt County this fall to
raise money for the clinic.
Among the clinic’s needs are basic medicines,
posters of the reproduction cycle and developing
fetus, and books and pamphlets printed in Spanish.
Most of the materials the clinic has available are in

country, a lot of men will feel that she’s cheating on

English. Posters and pamphlets just can’t be found in

him. So there isn’t a widespread acceptance of birth
control as a respectable option,” Lynd said.
Another service offered by Ixchen is massage, and
Lynd believes it is paramount for women who do
manual labor or are pregnant.
“A lot of women have hypertension in their shoulders from doing repetitive work, from taking care of

Spanish, Lynd said.

the kids all the time, from doing the laundry, shop-

ping in the markets, worrying about money, worrying inthe past (about) whether their sons or husbands
or kids were going to get killed,” she said.
“I think massage is an important thing for women
to be able to relax... to be able to have a relationship
with their own bodies,” Lynd said.
Through massage, women were able to experience
genuine pleasure. Massage is natural, and it doesn’t
cost money. It is a way people can help each other,

the country’s underdevelopment and economic limi- .. Lynd said.,
7

for informing

aboutbirthcontrol and reproduction, Lynd
said.

rv

Ban

’

.....

’

“There is just a general lack of health care in Nica-

ragua that ranges from a lack of availability of medicines to a lack of education about the reproductive
system and hygiene,” Lynd said.
Basic equipment for prenatal care is not available

either.
Theclinic relies ona well-trained staff to compensate
for the lack of technology.
“They just don’t have equipment. They do have a
lab where tests can be done, buta lot of the health care
diagnoses are left up to a health-care worker who
learns what things feel like,” Lynd said.
An example of conditions in the clinic is that its
workers sterilize and reuse gloves for gynecological
exams.
“This issomething unheard of in the United States,”

she said.
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Student finds military, education don’t mix

by David Zinczenko

SPECIAL TO THE LUMBERJACK
During the early days of basic
training at the Naval Training Center
in Orlando, Fla., I remember being

asked, “Would you die — and kill —
for the sake of your country?”
“Yes, sir,” I yelled obediently.
I never thought again about those
days and what!

had said. After basic, I

returned home and began college. But
at a two-week training exercise for the
Navy reserves last week,.I heard that
question asked again, only this time it
was less abstract.
“Are you ready to go to the Middle
East and kill a few ragheads for our
national interest?”
“National interest”? “Ragheads”? My
hesitation to answer was as troubling
to my senior officer as the question was
to me.

Yet it was clear to me — 3 1/2 years

after basic and now a petty officer second classintheSeabees
— that I couldn't
be truly “combat ready” if activated.
The reason — my education and military training don’t mix.
I joined the Navy at the end of my
high school senior year to supplement
my college education.
I thought that serving part time in the
military while attending college would
offer me two vividly contrasting perspectives. I would be a stronger indi-

vidual as a result.
But after studying political science
and journalism at Moravian College,

them, the “stated” ends —

Middle East commentary

notice, to go any-

where and do
anything asked of
me.
Part of the difficulty is my upbringing. While
up,

economy.

men, champions

The military helps pay — $140 a

month — for my education. But, ironically, that education inspired me to

question the very ends the military is
called on to serve. I don’t remember
seeing aclause
in the GI bill prohibiting
me from taking courses that encourage
skepticism toward government policy.
Yet whenever
I question
the
government’s vague ends, the usual
reaction I hear is one of utter contempt.
“You're not being patriotic. You’re
not willing to pay your dues. Love it or
leave it. My country, right or wrong.”
Perhaps my questions are hard to
answer. Perhaps they make others uncomfortable. I do love my country. I do
believe in freedom and democracy.
But now that President Bush has

doubts intensified
after spending a

|

watched elected
officials devote
countless hours
catering tospecial

War

interests

semester

in

Washington,

where I worked
on Capital Hill for
a popular congressman.

uncle

an Army officer in
Vietnam.
My
friends
never
challenged them either.
During military training, my senior

I

called

as did my fellow trainees. For many of

just to

the reserves,

my

protecting “oil reserves” and the pride
of super-rich emirs thousands of miles
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Editor’s note: David Zinczenko, 20, is a
political science and journalism major at
Moravian College, Bethlehm, Pa. He gave
the Lumberjack permission to print his
story which originally appeared in the Los
Angeles Times.

ther? I thought so.
Or does being in the reserves mean

If all computer company

up

satisfying answers is especially pressing. As a member of a construction
battalion who is trained to operate the
heavy equipment frequently used in
building airstrips, I'm more likely than
many others to be called for duty. Is it
essential to being patriotic and a “contributing” member of the military to be
“combat ready?”

raise money for
their reelection.
Having had
such experiences, I now wonder what
my role in the reserves is.
Did I join to protect U.S. soil from
foreign invasion, as did my grandfa-

officers enforced many of these values,

of special interests,

mouth support for our buildup in the
Persian Gulf?

My

blindly accepted
much of the patriotism and most
of the nationalist
values that were
passed
on to me by
my family of veterans — grandfather wasa gunners
mate in World
II, my

Mobil- ization? And should | again
mindlessly yell, “Yes, sir!” as congress-

democracy and our lifestyle— justified
what I soon learned to be the implicit
means — imperialism, aggression and
occasional exploitation of smaller,
weaker countries.
I always had some doubt about
mindless loyalty. But they were mostly
vague —until |
completed several
college
courses on U.S.
foreign policy, international relations,
Third
World policy and
political

and applying what I'd learned to the
crisis in the Persian Gulf, I discovered
that the Navy and college went together
like, well, oil and water. The last thing
this college reservist is, is “combat
ready”—mentally
and physically
prepared to be
ready, on48-hours

growing

away? Does mobilization, in fact, mean

freedom,

a.

ere
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Refugees flee Tibetan massacre
gone during the day to find some work
in the tea plantations on the hills of
Darjeeling.
It was lunch time. Conversation and

by Wil Robinson

LUMBERJACK STAFF

He was a man without a country —
he was a refugee.
Speaking fluent, self-taught English,
he introdruced himself as David. He
lived in the Tibetan Self-Help Center in
Darjeeling, India. He was
born there

the tour stopped.

“You can join us for lunch if you

like,” David

not allow the province of Tibet independence. He had no passport, no
citizenship. He could have gained Indian citizenship but had refused in

protest.

drizzled, but they didn’t notice.

More refugees will find their way to

At 5 feet 8 inches, David was taller
than most of the other Tibetans in the
center. But like them, his flesh clung to
his bones.
David said he likes to talk with
travelers from all over the globe who
visited the center. He learned the many
languages he speaks from travelers who
vist the center.
“I love the people who come here,”
he said. “I need to know their language
to tell them about the center.”
David's jobat the reception desk gave
him the opportunity to give tours of the
self-help center and show the many
products and crafts produced in the
center. The only support for the center
came from sales to travelers and what
was sent throughout the world on mail
order. There were rugs, clothing, jewelry, greeting cards and paintings.
of all ages
Tibetan refugees
200 ut
Abo
lived at the center. Children chased one
another around the main compound.
Old women wove rugs. Old men
painted.
The young women and men were

TOFU SHOP

to the

line forming at the kitchen.
All work stopped. Thin broth poured
into small cups awaited the refugees.
Bread was torn from dry loaves. Then,
smiling Tibetans moved slowly with
their fare to favorite picnic spots. It

and, he said, will die there if China does

the

said and pointed

this self-help center, if the reports in the
London Observer newspaper are correct.

In August the newspaper ran an ac-

count

by a Chinese

journalist who

witnessed the massacre of more than

450 Tibetans in March 1989. The jour-

nalist was later exiled from China.
This was not the first massacre of
Tibetans.
In March and April 1988, foreigners
were told to leave Tibet whileChinese
soldiers killed protesting Tibetans.
“It is our desire for self-determination,” David said, “which fuels the fire

of nationalism — and the struggle with
the Chinese.”
The struggle over political power in
the Himalayan province dates to the
early part of this century. The British
invaded and occupied Lhasa, the major
city, which thrust the once-remote region into the foreign-affairs spotlight
of China, Britain and Russia.

China
Once Tibet wasin thespotlight,
put pressure on the British to leave the
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area. Finally successful, China
began a
program to control Tibet’s ruler and
the small chiefdoms. The ruler and
spiritual teacher, the Dalai Lama, was
restricted from religious activities.
Tibet has been a pawn in the hands of
many nations, David said.
“We have been trying to gain allies in
our cause for freedom,” he said, “but
no One seems to hear our cries.”
The Dalai Lama of the early 1900s,

There’s always something

happening at

x

on

a~

and his successors, tried to negotiate
with major countries of the world for

help to regain their independence.
Much of the time the rulers and their
cabinets have been in exile.
Eachexile renews the flow of refugees
out of Tibet. By 1982 there were 100,000
refugees, 86,000 in India alone, social
scientists estimated.
Though David had never been to
Tibet, he clung to his roots.
“But I am afraid of loosing the tradition of our past,” he said. He spoke of

art and crafts, once part of religious
celebration, as a means to hold on to the
traditions of the elders.
“Part of what we do here (at the
center) is to continue the heritage.”

David said. “We reproduce
gious tradition in paintings on
cards and the rugs weaved.”
“But I’'mafraid if we haven’t
country, we will eventually
culture,” he said.
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“Singing with the Hits”
Be your favorite singer
Nightly Winners
9 p.m.

Fridays & Saturdays
Live Music
9 p.m.

Sundays
“Hall Street Honkers”
4p.m.

our religreeting
ourown
lose our

Wil Robinson traveled the Middle East
and Asia from 1986-1988. In Darjeeling,
India, he met Tshring Tasomi, a Tibetan
who called himself David because it is
easier for English speakers to pronounce.
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Near gets closer to the source
by Shelly Laveroni

SPECIAL TO THE LUMBERJACK
Since her debut in 1973 with analbum

madeup
of feminist and anti-war songs,
Holly Near has performed all over the
world, selling more than 1.5 million
records on her own label.
Near will perform at HSU’s Van
Duzer Theatre Saturday night as part
of Center Arts’ tenth anniversary season.
Her musical style is eclectic, ranging
from folk, jazz, and show tunes to
spirituals — with lyrics that reflect her
strong feelings about social and political injustice.
“I don’t like to describe my music as
folk because people picture a ‘long hair’
playing guitar, or jazz because then
they think I scat. I’m not working ina
format —

my music is diverse,” she

said in a telephone interview from her
home in Southern California.
Her latest album, “Singer in the
Storm,” is a combination of her own
songs and those written by other artists.
Sting’s “We Dance Alone” is sung by
Near and Argentine singer Mercedes
Sosa, ina powerful duet in both English
and Spanish.
Pianist John Bucchino accompanies
Near on her upbeat title song, which is
representative of the entire diverse album with its uplifting effect.
Near grew up in Potter Valley, near
Ukiah, where she performed at rodeos
and weddings. She studied theater at
UCLA and began her career as an actress. Near has appeared on TV in “Mod
Squad,” “The Partridge Family,” “All
In The Family,” and “Sesame Street.”

She also appeared on the big screen in
“Slaughterhouse Five” and on Broad-

way in the first production of “Hair.”

Near willsoon
be seen in “Dog Fight,”
a new film set in the 1950s, with River

Phoenix.
In 1971 she performed for American
soldiers in Asia in the controversial

“Free the Army” anti-war show with

Jane Fonda

and

Donald

Sutherland.

She is one of few artists who has risked
her life in the support of her cause,

Summer
Arts
to return
to HSU

performing in El Salvador in 1988 to protest
human rights violations.

“Music

has always

been a part of people trying to survive. It’s a form
of communication that
canbe done alone or with
millions.

The

perfor-

mance in El Salvador was
the first peace music festival to happen in the
country,” she said. “Art-

by P.J. Johnston

ists fromall the Americas
were invited to be wit-

CURRENTS EDITOR

ness (to the inhumanity).

HSU will host the California State
University Summer Arts festival for
the fourth year in a row next July
and August, sources within the CSU

When we performed,
they could hear their
heartbeat.”

She founded her own

administration said Tuesday.

record company in 1973

Steve McCarthy, CSU’s director
of public affairs, said the decision to
move Summer Arts — from HSU to
an off-campus location in Marin
County — has been reversed.
“Yes, Summer Arts will return to
HSU,” McCarthy said in a phone
interview from the chancellor’s of-

and has recently changed
its status to non-profit.
The organization, Redwood

Cultural

Work,

“promotes the protection
of human rights and the
furthering of world peace
and

understanding

fice in Long Beach.

through the preservation
and

Here at HSU, however, neither

celebration of cul-

tural diversity.”
Redwood strives for
this goal by presenting
concerts of international
artists in the Bay Area.
Near’s new book, “Fire
In The Rain...Singer In

Robert Everding, dean of the college

of visual and performing arts, nor
Richard Rothrock, chairman of the
theater arts department and HSU’s
Summer Arts coordinator, were
available for comment.

PHOTO COURTESY OF CHAMELEON MUSIC

Politically active singer Holly Near brings her
diverse musical style to HSU’s Van Duzer Theater
Saturday night, as part of CenterArts tenth anni-

A staff personin Everding’s office
said, “It’s not of ‘icial yet, so hereally

versary season.

The Storm,” is what she
has described as “a long song about the

wonderful

people

I’ve

met,

the

struggles I’ve been a part of, the lessons

I had to learn. It’s an expression of the
bold way I live my life.”
The book, which was co-released with
her album, reflects on the last two decades which she calls “unacknowledged, extraordinary times.”

She is now on the road for her 40-city
tour of the United States and Canada.
Her free time is spent writing a onewoman show, based on her book.
“It’s a piece of musical theater taken
from excerpts from the book with mu-

can’t comment.”

sic I’ve already written,” she said.

McCarthy

She plans to perform her show in
April in San Jose.
As a singer, songwriter, record producer, actress, feminist and promoter
of human rights, Near lives by the
powerful messages she sings.
“Life is not very pretty for most of the
people, but humans have an extraordinary way of pulling outa song in the
midst of it all,” she said.
Near will perform with pianist John
Bucchino at 8 p.m. on Saturday at the

said

no one

in the

chancellor’s office could discuss
specifics about Summer Arts VI.
“The office isin a transition period

right now,” McCarthy said. “Diane
Vines, our director of special programs, resigned two weeks ago. No
one has been appointed yet. We still
have almost a year ahead of us.”
Speculation around campus is that
the decision to keep the systemsponsored summer programat HSU
was fueled by the CSU budget
crunch.

Van Duzer Theatre. Tickets are $8 for
students, $11 general admission.

The family that plays together...
Chaskinakuy brings Andean musical tradition to Eureka

by Matt Plank

ing them

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Vidal said
Badoux and Vidal are aficionados of the musical

In the Quechua

tongue

of the

Incan

Indians,

“chaskinakuy” means “to give and receive from hand
to hand among many
ple.”
Musicians Edmond Badoux and Francy Vidal
continue this Andean tradition by sharing the South
American region’s music and culture.
PHOTO BY IRENE YOUNG

Husband

and wife team

Edmond

Badoux

and

Francy Vidal, or Chaskinakuy, play at the First

Christian Church in ume Fieey,
"

or

*

0

The husband and wife duo form Chaskinakuy,

Music of the Andes, which will perform at the First

Christian Church Friday night.

RR

Rees eRe

the history of the instruments

we

use,”

heritage of the Andes Mountains region, which
stretches across Equador, Peru, Bolivia and Chile.

Vidal, a California native of Mexican ancestry, and

Badoux, an immigrant from Switzerland, formed

Chaskinakuy in 1985 and have performed throughout the West Coast and Europe.
On stage they use as many as 30 instruments and
to play without a sound system.
“We like all-acoustic shows,” Vidal said. “It’s more
wet ‘de
"3 *

**
‘

Se ‘AREA

Peskinakay, page 29
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Buddy and Dogs hound the music industry
by Gigi Hanna
LUMBERJACK STAFF
Whenever a local boy makes good,
the entire community feels a sense of
accomplishment.
Arcata may soon have reason toswell
with pride. With prospects for a contract from two different record companies, Buddy Brown and the Hound
Dogs’ future looks bright.
Alligator

Records, the label
Little Charlie and
Local
the
Nightcats
record under, and
beat
Antone’s, a Texasbased company,
have both expressed interest in the selfproduced cassette Brown sent them.
“Antone’s is interested in licensing
the tape with a European record com-

pany. That would allow us to do a
European tour,” Brown said.
“You don’t make a lot of money do-

ing that, but it gives us a chance,” he
said. “One of our main goals has been
to tour Europe, but you really need a
record to do that.”
The Hound Dogs — with a lineup
that includes Brown on guitar, Doug
Crumpacker on tenor sax and harmonica, Dale Cash on bass, and Scott
Taylor on drums — debuted their seltproclaimed “American roots music,” a
combination of R&B, rock ‘n’ roll and
rockabilly, in Humboldt County on
Halloween 1986.
“We were kind of ignored in this area
until recently. Now we're doing really
well,” Brown said. The band plays
regularly intown,and tours WestCoast

clubs from San Jose to Portland.

“We're really spread out,” Brown
said, “the saxophone player lives in
Sacramento the drummer lives in San
Jose, and I live in Blue Lake.’

“But,” he added, “that’s good for a
traveling band. We're expanding our
range. We always like to play new
crowds.”
The Hound Dogs’ tape, entitled “Bad
Dog,” has been doing well locally —
they’ve sold about 300 copies.

PHOTO BY MARY BROWN

Guitarist and singer Buddy Brown, center, Is flanked by
saxophonist Doug Crumpacker and bassist Dale Cash,

are looking good for Buddy Brown and the Hound
Dogs getting their first recording contract with a major

during a jam Saturday night at the Jambalaya. Prospects

label.

“We're beginning a new cassette by
the end of October,” Brown said. “We
ba
to be wrapped up by Spring.”
esecond cassette, tentatively

titled

“Hound Dog Heaven” will feature
songs with a style similar to the first,
but Brown has also written a Cajun
song that will showcase his talent with
the French language.
“The first tape wasn’t long enough
for Antone’s, so we need to give them
some more music,” Brown said.

One advantage a recording contract
will bring the Hound Dogs, besides the

obvious fun, fortune and fame, is the
technical support.
“All you have to do is show up and
play and write songs,” Brown said.
These days, the Hound Dogs are responsible for their own publicity and
management. It leaves little time to
practice.
“Once you have a contract, they start
taking care of it all, and [the group] is
free to be musicians again,” he said.
Brown said the Hound Dogs is his
first true-blue band.
“I had a rock ’n’ roll band in high

school, and

a few

since

then

—

we

played the parties. But this is the first
‘professional’ band I’ve had,” he said.
“The other bands were just hobbies,
then I played with the Earl Thomas
Blues Band and he gave me my professional start,” Brown said, “After that I
decided I was ready to do it for real.”
For the next few weeks Buddy Brown
and the Hound Dogs can be found
playing clubs in Davis and Chico.
They'll be back Oct. 26 for a gig at the
Jambalaya, and one the next night at
the International Beer Gardens.

North Coast Repertory Theater opens new season

‘Lone Star’ and ‘Bourbon’ hard to swallow
by Gigi Hanna
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Every once in a while, you see a play that is rife
with so many stereotypes and cliches that it irritates
like burlap against bare flesh.
“Lone Star” and “Laundry and Bourbon,” playing together as the season opener for the North

Coast Repertory Theater in Eureka, are such plays.

Written by James McLure and directed by Sam
Martinez, the two one-act plays are set in the same
small town of Maynard, Texas, and they are supposed to complement each other.
“Lone Star” takes place behind a bar with Roy

(Don Wolf), his brother Ray (Ronald Binion) and

Ray’s friend Cletis (Brent Binion).
“Laundry and Bourbon” involves Ray’s wife

Elizabeth (Rebecca Wolf), Cletis’ wife Amy Lee (Dana

Zurasky) and their former schoolmate Hattie (Bonita
Markson) on Elizabeth’s back porch.
The one-acts, the season-opener for NCRT, are so
contrived, so filled with the typical stereotypes of
small southern towns, that they are not only trite, but
a burden to watch.
Roy is a beer-drinking, plaid-shirt-wearing, wartorn redneck — no ambition, but a lot of talk. Cletis is
the paragon of nerd-dom, the stock image of the geek
with thick glasses, pocket protectors and polyester

clothes.

Had Martinezallowed the character’s actions reveal
what type of personalities they were, and not relied
so heavily on their clothes to do the job, the play

would not be such a lesson in overkill.
wae

ae

Play review
“Lone Star” and “Laundry and Bourbon”: Oneact drama/comedies.

Starring Don Wolf, Ronald

Binion, Rebecca Wolf and Amy Lee. Written by James
McClure. Directed by Sam Martinez. (Playing at the
North Coast Repertory Theater in Eureka.)

Evaluation (out of four): *® 1/2
The women’s costuming is just as bad. Elizabeth
wears the standard uniform of the nubile southern
girl: tight cut-offs and a peasant blouse. Loud and
Please see One-acts, page 29
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Lee keeps getting mo’ and mo’ better
by P.J. Johnston
CURRENTS EDITOR

Movie Review

Spike Lee is a man with a mission.

‘Mo’ Better Blues”: Musical drama. Starring Denzel Washington,
Spike Lee, Joie Lee, and Cynda Williams. Music composed by Bill Lee

The young New York filmmaker has
delivered four movies in just five years,
all of them stretching Hollywood's

and performed by the Branford Marsalis Quintet. Produced, written and
directed by Spike Lee. Rated R. (Playing at the Arcata Theater.)

scope of the black American experi-

ence.
And perhaps even more important,
in the long run, is that Lee’s work has
revealed
him to be one of the most
exciting, talented artists in his field —
black, white or whatever. Spike Lee, if
we are lucky, is the future of American
cinema.
All of which is not to say Lee’s movies are flawless. They aren't, by any
means. They’re just a whole lot better
than most other movies out there, and
they have moments which approach

Evaluation (out of four):

pet, “Mo’ Better Blues”
boasts a soundtrack worthy of any modern day
jazz story, and one that I
can’t wait to hear onCD.
Of

a

anti-defamation league
immediately jumped on
Lee for his depiction of

Now Lee is back with “Mo’ Better
Blues,” a jazz movie about a fictional
trumpet player, Bleek Gilliam. The film
plays through Thursday at the Arcata,
then switches to the Minor for a twoweek run.
And at $10 million, the budget for
“Mo’ Better Blues” was 50 percent mo’
bigger than that of “School Daze” or

Moe and Josh, the two

?\

“Do the Right Thing,” and about $9.5

| |.

even

black auteur. The Jewish

true genius.

million bigger than his breakthrough
film, “She’s Gotta Have It.”
Lee has spent the money wisely.
In Denzel Washington, he has enlisted a truly gifted actor to play an old
movie standby, the introspective
jazzman who must learn to open up to
the world, and the people, around him.
Lee’s script presents Bleek with several life choices, in both the personal
and artistic arenas.
His bandis getting antsy, having been
locked intoa shoddy contract by Bleek’s
manager and boyhood friend, Giant
(played by Lee).
And his two girlfriends, Indigo (Joie
Lee) and Clarke (Cynda Williams), are
becoming increasingly dissatisfied with
their secondary roles — the trumpet is
first in Bleeks heart.
Washington is a magnificent screen

course,

simple jazz movie can’t
escape controversy when
it’s in the hands of
Hollywood’s hot new

ILLUSTRATION BY P.J. JOHNSTON

Denzel Washington plays jazz man Bleek Gilliam
in Spike Lee’s new movie, “Mo’ Better Blues,”

playing.at the Arcata Theater.

*

for the misogynistic tirades of the
Underdog’s stand-up comic, the late
Robin Harris (who died after filming).
But all that aside, this is an extremely enjoyable movie. Jazz movies are usually unabashed labors of

love, and “Mo’ Better Blues” is no
exception in this respect.

Lee’s purpose
here is to pay loving
tribute to the music he grew up with,
and to firmly reestablish it in today’s
culture. “Mo’ Better Blues” is exceptional in the fact that Lee tells his
story in the present day— in pointed

greedy owners of “Beneath the Underdog,” the
swanky club where Bleek
plays. And several critics
have taken Leeto task for
the limited
roles he dishes
out to female characters
in his new movie.

contrast to recent jazz movies, like

Forget the fact that ste-

Contemporary Easy Listening Funk

reotypical portrayals of
ethnic groups and extremely sexist visions of

presence which complements Lee’s
colorful cinematic palate.
And colorful it is. Cinematographer
Ernest Dickerson and Lee continue to
develop their own vibrant visual style,

the big screen everyday...if an up-andcoming black directoris at the helm, we
need to watch him closely.

as distinctive
and expressionisticas any

points, and just because

other filmmaking team since Ingmar
Bergman and Sven Nykvist. “Mo’ Better Blues” lights up the screen with
beautiful brown faces, warm yellows
and soft whites, deep blues and burning reds.
And then there is the music. Composed by Lee’s father, Bill, and performed by the Branford Marsalis Quintet, with Terence Blanchard on trum-

* *

women go unchecked on televisionand

Still, Lee’s detractors have some good

Lee is black, he

shouldn’t go unchecked either.
Moe and Josh may indeed be a fair
representation of how musicians are

exploited by business-types, but they
are also a particularly vicious embodiment of common Jewish stereotypes.

And although I would argue that the
main female characters in “Mo’ Better
Blues” are presented as strong, talented
women, they certainly don’t make up

Clint Eastwood's “Bird” —and even
confronts the black community's
abandonment of jazz.
Lee’s
and
Washington’s
enourmous talents are showcased in
a concert scene where Bleek performs “Pop Top 40 R ’n’ B Urban
Love.” The song, written by Lee, isa
hilarious spoof of several forms of
black pop music, including rap, and

Washington handles it with inspired
mockery.
“Mo’ Better Blues” is a fairly conventional movie, pumped full of
fresh blood by an unconventional
moviemaker. It certainly has its
problems, and not all of them are
matters of social etiquette. Some are

more serious, structural problems in
the story like his omission of Bleek’s
relation to the recording industry or
his hasty happy ending.
But the bottom line is this: Spike
Lee’s mistakes are more interesting
to watch than most other filmmakers’ triumphs.

Redwood Bible Hallomehin |
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Welcomes
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HSU
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Buddy and Dogs hound the music industry
by Gigi Hanna
LUMBERJACK STAFF
Whenever a local boy makes good,
the entire community feels a sense of
accomplishment.
Arcata may soon have reason to swell

with pride. With prospects for a contract from two different record companies, Buddy Brown and the Hound
Dogs’ future looks bright.
Alligator

Records, the label
Little Charlie and
Local
the
Nightcats
record under, and
beat
Antone’s, a Texasbased company,
have both expressed interest in the selfproduced cassette Brown sent them.

“Antone’s is interested in licensing
the tape with a European record company. That would allow us to do a
European tour,” Brown said.

“You don’t make a lot of money doing that, but it gives us a chance,” he
said. “One of our main goals has been
to tour Europe, but you really need a
record to do that.”
The Hound Dogs — with a lineup

that includes Brown on guitar, Doug
Crumpacker on tenor sax and harmonica, Dale Cash on bass, and Scott
Taylor on drums — debuted their seltproclaimed “American roots music,” a
combination of R&B, rock ’n’ roll and
rockabilly, in Humboldt County on
Halloween 1986.
“We were kind of ignored in this area
until recently. Now we're doing really
well,” Brown said. The band plays
regularly intown, and tours West Coast

PHOTO BY MARY BROWN

Guitarist and singer Buddy Brown, center, Is flanked by

saxophonist Doug Crumpacker and bassist Dale Cash,
during a jam Saturday night at the Jambalaya. Prospects

“We're beginning a new cassette by
the end of October,” Brown said. “We
clubs from San Jose to Portland.
Ba
to be wrapped up by Spring.”
“We're really spread out,” Brown
e second cassette, tentatively titled
said, “the saxophone player lives in “Hound Dog Heaven” will feature
Sacramento the drummer lives in San songs with a style similar to the first,
Jose, and I live in Blue Lake.’
but Brown has also written a Cajun
“But,” he added, “that’s good for a song that will showcase his talent with
traveling band. We're expanding our the French language.
range. We always like to play new
“The first tape wasn’t long enough
crowds.”
for Antone’s, so we need to give them
The Hound Dogs’ tape, entitled “Bad some more music,” Brown said.
Dog,” has been doing well locally —
One advantage a recording contract
they’ve sold about 300 copies.
will bring the Hound Dogs, besides the

are looking good for Buddy Brown and the Hound
Dogs getting their first recording contract with a major
label.

sponsible for their own publicity and
management. It leaves little time to

school, and a few since then — we
played the parties. But this is the first
‘professional’ band I’ve had,” he said.
“The other bands were just hobbies,
then I played with the Earl Thomas
Blues Band and he gave me my professional start,” Brown said, “After that I

practice.

decided I was ready to do it for real.”

obvious fun, fortune and fame, is the
technical support.
“All you have to do is show up and

play and write songs,” Brown said.

These days, the Hound Dogs are re-

“Once you havea contract, they start
taking care of it all, and [the group] is
free to be musicians again,” he said.
Brown said the Hound Dogs is his
first true-blue band.
“I had a rock ’n’ roll band in high

For the next few weeks Buddy Brown
and the Hound Dogs can be found
playing clubs in Davis and Chico.
They'll be back Oct. 26 for a gig at the
Jambalaya, and one the next night at
the International Beer Gardens.

North Coast Repertory Theater opens new season

‘Lone Star’ and ‘Bourbon’ hard to swallow
by Gigi Hanna
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Every once in a while, you see a play that is rife
with so many stereotypes and cliches that it irritates
like burlap against bare flesh.
“Lone Star” and “Laundry and Bourbon,” play-

ing together as the season opener for the North
Coast Repertory Theater in Eureka, are such plays.
Written by James McLure and directed by Sam
Martinez, the two one-act plays are set in the same

small town of Maynard, Texas, and they are supposed to complement each other.
“Lone Star” takes place behind a bar with Roy
(Don Wolf), his brother Ray (Ronald Binion) and

Ray’s friend Cletis (Brent Binion).

“Laundry and Bourbon” involves Ray’s wife

Elizabeth (Rebecca Wolf), Cletis’ wife Amy Lee (Dana
Zurasky) and their former schoolmate Hattie (Bonita
Markson) on Elizabeth’s back porch.
The one-acts, the season-opener for NCRT, are so
contrived, so filled with the typical stereotypes of
small southern towns, that they are not only trite, but
a burden to watch.
Roy is a beer-drinking, plaid-shirt-wearing, wartorn redneck — no ambition, but a lot of talk. Cletis is

the paragon of nerd-dom, the stock image of the geek
with thick glasses, pocket protectors and polyester
clothes.
Had Martinezallowed the character’s actions reveal
what type of personalities they were, and not relied

so heavily on their clothes to do the job, the play
would not be such a lesson in overkill.

Play review
“Lone Star’’ and “Laundry and Bourbon’”’: Oneact drama/comedies. Starring Don Wolf, Ronald
Binion, Rebecca Wolf and Amy Lee. Written by James
McClure. Directed by Sam Martinez. (Playing at the
North Coast Repertory Theater in Eureka.)

Evaluation (out of four): *® 1/2
The women’s costuming is just as bad. Elizabeth
wears the standard uniform of the nubile southern

girl: tight cut-offs and a peasant blouse. Loud and
+.
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Lee keeps getting mo’ and mo’ better
by P.J. Johnston
CURRENTS EDITOR

Movie Review

Spike Lee is a man with a mission.
The young New York filmmaker has
delivered four movies in just five years,
all of them stretching Hollywood's
scope of the black American experience.
And perhaps even more important,
in the long run, is that Lee’s work has

revealed

‘Mo’ Better Blues’: Musical drama. Starring Denzel Washington,
Spike Lee, Joie Lee, and Cynda Williams. Music composed by Bill Lee
and performed by the Branford Marsalis Quintet. Produced, written and
directed by Spike Lee. Rated R. (Playing at the Arcata Theater.)
Evaluation (out of four):
pet, “Mo’

him to be one of the most

exciting, talented artists in his field —

black, white or whatever. Spike Lee, if

we are lucky, is the future of American
cinema.
All of which is not to say Lee’s movies are flawless. They aren’t, by any

means. They’re just a whole lot better

than most other movies out there, and
they have moments which approach

Hollywood’s hot new
black auteur. The Jewish

true genius.

Now Lee is back with “Mo’ Better
Blues,” a jazz movie about a fictional

trumpet player, Bleek Gilliam. The film
plays through Thursday at the Arcata,
then switches to the Minor for a twoweek run.
And at $10 million, the budget for
“Mo’ Better Blues” was 50 percent mo’
bigger than that of “School Daze” or
“Do the Right Thing,” and about $9.5
million bigger than his breakthrough
film, “She’s Gotta Have It.”
Lee has spent the money wisely.
In Denzel

Washington,

he has en-

listed a truly gifted actor to play an old
movie standby, the introspective
jazzman who must learn to open up to
the world, and the people, around him.
Lee’s script presents Bleek with several life choices, in both the personal
and artistic arenas.
His bandis get
antsy,
havinggbeen
tin
locked intoa shoddy contract by Bleek’s
manager and boyhood friend, Giant

(played by Lee).

And his two girlfriends, Indigo (Joie
Lee) and Clarke (Cynda Williams), are
becoming increasingly dissatisfied with
their secondary
roles — the trumpet is
first in Bleeks heart.
Washington is a magnificent screen

c—

Denzel Washington plays jazz man Bleek Gilliam
in Spike Lee’s new movie, “Mo’ Better Blues,”
playing.at the Arcata Theater.

presence which complements Lee’s
colorful cinematic palate.
And colorful it is. Cinematographer
Ernest Dickerson and Lee continue to
develop their own vibrant visual style,
as distinctive
and expressionisticas
any
other filmmaking team since Ingmar
Bergman and Sven Nykvist. “Mo’ Better Blues” lights up the screen with
beautiful brown faces, warm yellows
and soft whites, deep blues and burning reds.
And then there is the music. Composed by Lee’s father, Bill, and performed by the Branford Marsalis Quintet, with Terence Blanchard on trum-
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Evangelical Free Church of America
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HSU students
and families

Arcata

HSU

women go unchecked on television and
the big screen everyday...if an up-andcoming black director is at the helm, we
need to watch him closely.
Still, Lee’s detractors have some good

points, and just because

love, and “Mo’

Better Blues” is no

exception in this respect.

Lee’s purpose here is to pay loving
tribute to the music he grew up with,

Lee is black, he

Clint Eastwood’s “Bird” —and even
confronts the black community’s
abandonment of jazz.

Lee’s
and
Washington’s
enourmous talents are showcased in
a concert scene where Bleek performs “Pop Top 40 R ’n’ B Urban
Contemporary Easy Listening Funk
Love.” The song, written by Lee, isa
hilarious spoof of several forms of
black pop music, including rap, and
Washington handles it withinspired
mockery.
“Mo’ Better Blues” is a fairly conventional movie, pumped full of
fresh blood by an unconventional

moviemaker.

It certainly has its

shouldn’t go unchecked either.
Moe and Josh may indeed be a fair
representation of how musicians are

problems, and not all of them are

exploited by business-types, but they
are also a particularly vicious embodi-

the story like his omission of Bleek’s
relation to the recording industry or
his hasty happy ending.
But the bottom line is this: Spike
Lee’s mistakes are more interesting
to watch than most other filmmakers’ triumphs.

ment of common Jewish stereotypes.

And although I would argue that the
main female characters in “Mo’ Better
Blues” are presented as strong, talented
women, they certainly don’t make up

matters of social etiquette. Some are
more serious, structural problems in
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Creek Road

For Skiing
For Cycling

For Fun! Up to 50% Off!

on selected models

Bayside Community Hall
Suncay School 11:15

and Josh, the two

tremely sexist visions of

&=4

Sunday Morning Worship 10:30

But all that aside, this is an ex-

tremely enjoyable movie. Jazz movies are usually unabashed labors of

story in the present day — in pointed
contrast to recent jazz movies, like

|
acoby

ing).

Moe

plays. And several critics
shave taken Lee to task for
the limited roles he dishes
out to female characters
in his new movie.
Forget the fact that stereotypical portrayals of
ethnic groups and ex-

ILLUSTRATION BY P.J. JOHNSTON

Robin Harris (who died after film-

and to firmly reestablish it in today’s
culture. “Mo’ Better Blues” is exceptional in the fact that Lee tells his

swanky club where Bleek

?|

for the misogynistic tirades of the
Underdog’s stand-up comic, the late

anti-defamation league
immediately jumped on
Lee for his depiction of
greedy owners of “Beneath the Underdog,” the

Saas

JL,

Better Blues”

boasts a soundtrack worthy of any modern day
jazz story, and one that I
can’t wait to hear onCD.
Of course, even a
simple jazz movie can’t
escape controversy when
it’s in the hands of

xk
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Poet shares Chickasaw Nation
Native American writer Linda Hogan closes out Awareness Week
by Drew Schultz

LUMBERJACK STAFF

from, “Blessing”

by Linda Hogan

Poetry is meant to be spoken and
heard as muchas — perhaps even more
than — it is to be written and read.
HSU will provide a rare opportunity
to experience poetry delivered in its
intended format Friday evening, when

Blessed are the rich
for they don’t have the same old
Everyday to put up with
like my father
who's gotten old,
Chickasaw
chikkih asachi, which means
they leftasa tribe notavery great while

Linda Hogan, Native American poet,

novelist and essayist, will be the featured artistat “Ancient Echoes: A Night
of Native American Poetry” in
Goodwin Forum.
Hogan, a member of the Chickasaw
Nation, is the author of five books of
poetry. Her book, “Seeing Through the
Sun,” received the American Book
Award from the Before Columbus
Foundation.
Hogan has also received a creative

ago.

They are always leaving, those people.

The Library Journal said, “Hogan’s
voice has a tough delicacy. Strippeddown language, fired by a vigorous
imagination, creates spare poems that

only just manage to contain her emo-

writing grant from the National En-

tional intensity.”

dowment for the Arts,a Minnesota Arts
Board Grant,

“Ancient Echoes” will be the culminating event of American Indian
Awareness Week at HSU which began
Sept. 17 and will run through Friday.
“Ancient Echoes” will begin at 6:30
p-m. and will also feature local poets

a Colorado Writer’s Fel-

lowship and the Five Civilized Tribes
Museum Playwriting Award.
Hogan has been a featured writer at
many conferences and seminars on
essay writing and nature writing.
“She is a gifted writer that has the
rare ability to bring us closer to the

Luis Chabolla, Barbara Redner, Rebecca

natural world,” said English Associate

Professor Judith Minty.
Hogan, who is part Chickasaw and
part Caucasian, writes about her
memories of growing up on “relocation land” in Oklahoma.
“Although I was born in Denver,
Colo., Oklahoma

is my

PHOTO COURTESY OF CENTERARTS

Native American poet, novelist and essayist will be the featured artist Friday
night at “Ancient Echoes: A Night of Native American Poetry,” in Goodwin

Forum. The poetry reading will be the culminating event of Native American
Awareness week and the first installment of the Visiting Writers Series.

tribal home-

land and the place where most of my

family remains. It is the place of my

Oklahoma soil, creatures, and people,

blood and heart. The strongest energies of my growing-up years are from

and lives of Chickasaw family and

from listening at night through the
sound of frogs and insects to thestories

friends,” Hogan says in the foreword
of her book, “Eclipse.”

Melvin, Russell Boham, Melanie Bryan,
Joseph Orozoco and Radley Davis.
There will also be traditional drumming
and singing by Red Cedar Drum.
“Ancient Echoes” is sponsored by
the Native American Career Education
in Natural Resources, HSU’s art department and English department and
the Guest Artists Lottery Funds.
It is also funded in part by Poets &
Writer's Inc. through grants received
from the James Irvine Foundation, the

Lannan Foundation and the Lila
Wallace-Reader’s Digest Fund.
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One-acts

Music

¢ Continued from page 26.

* Continued from page 25
Ronald Binion
(Ray) and Don
| Wolf (Roy) re| hearse a scene
from “Lone Star,”
one of two one-act
plays by James
McClure opening
the North Coast
Repertory
Theater’s new
season.

im
tw

PHOTO COURTESY OF NORTH COAST REPERTORY THEATER

colorful Hattie wears a dress just as

loud and colorful as she, while Amy
Lee wears the same dress and makes it
look demure.
As bad as the costuming is, the performances are even worse.
The actors seem to want to show the
audience what great thespians they

are, and as a result, the audience can’t
seem to forget that this is a performance — just a bunch of actors de-

livering lines instead of a brief glimpse
into Americana.
Each performer has a southern accent —a different southern accent. The
result is an auditory mish-mash thatis
distracting and annoying, a stumbling
block rather than an enhancement to
the setting.
Billed as comedies, the plays are
tragicexamples of how overacting can

ruin what could have been an insightful look at how some people never

grow up.
One bright performance in the mire
of the two plays is Markson’s Hattie.
While she seems a bit old to be a
former schoolmate of the others, her
performance
bringsa delightful comic
element to “Laundry and Bourbon.”
Hattie is like your favorite greataunt from Lousiana —a bit weird, but
the family loves her. She is witty, she
is outspoken and she is content with
her lot in life: raising children and
gossiping with friends.
Performances of “Lone Star” and
“Laundry and Bourbon” continue
each Thursday, Friday and Saturday
at 8 p.m. through Oct. 13, with a
Sunday matinee at 2 p.m. on Oct. 7.

Tickets are $8.

Ze

HARVEST
MOON.
FESTIVAL

traditional, and makes one less thing
between us and the audience.”
In addition to playing instruments
that may be familiar to listeners of
Andean music, Chaskinakuy highlights

some lesser-known ones as well.
Some of these musical devices include
the sikus, a double set of pan pipes

A STONES THROW

FROM THE RIVER

designed to be played by two musicians,

the Peruvian harp, which is carried and
played upside down, and a 10-footlong bamboo horn called the clarin.
“This type of music is becoming more
popular,” she said. “We like to incor-

OCTOBER 7th

porate instruments that aren’t so common or recognizable.”

Hawkins
Bar. CA

SUNDAY

Nine miles east of Willow

Badoux has spent the last 20 years
studying and performing Andean
music. He has traveled extensively
throughout the region, observing native
musicians

Creek at the Grange behind
Simon Legree’s

and collecting traditional

Arts & Crafts
Fine Food &

instruments and melodies.
Vidal studied Latin American humanities from 1972-76 at the University
of the Pacific in Stockton, and was then
introduced to the musical heritage of
the Andean people. Since 1977 she has
occupied herself with researching and
performing this music.
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Humboldt Folklife Society will be presenting Chaskinakuy at8 p.m.on Friday
at the First Christian Churchon7thand
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Admission will be $7 for adults and
$3 for children.
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Volleyball team opens conference
play with couple of victories"
by Celia Homesley

LUMBERJACK STAFF

The HSU women’s volleyball team continued
its winning trend as it opened conference play
with a pair of impressive victories.
Raucous crowds watched the Lady ‘Jacks beat

Hayward State and San Francisco State over the
weekend in Northern California Athletic Conference action.
After cruising to a victory over Hayward State
(15-10, 16-14, 15-3) on Friday, the Lady ‘Jacks
came back the next evening to face a tough San
Francisco State team.

“They (HSU) were even more focused after rotations because they were playing with
people who they weren't used to playing
with,” Ortman said.

Freshman middle back Jennifer Spieske
and sophomore hitter Jayna Hershey were
key players in the victory.
“Jennifer put some hits down and did a
good job blocking,” Ortman said.
Hershey led both teams with 19 kills.
The Jacks travel to play Southern Oregon
State on Wednesday. HSU went 3-0 against
them last season and have a lifetime mark of
5-3.

the ‘Jacks,

After Southern Oregon, the Lumberjacks

who lost the first two games, came back to beat
the Gators by scores of 14-16, 15-3, 13-15, 15-11
and 15-6.
It marked the first time HSU has beaten San
Francisco State in eight years.
“We had to really pull together (against San
Francisco) and not take anything for granted,”

return to conference play against the College

In a 2-hour-20-minute marathon,

Co-Coach Julie Ortman said.

Due to the injuries of Abby Ackroyd and Kris
Wimberly during the match, HSU was forced to

make good use of its bench.

of Notre Dame and Cal State Stanislaus on
Friday and Saturday, respectively.

“We've already beat Stanislaus in three
and Notre Dame is usually at the bottom of
the league,” Ortman said.

Stanislaus is still looking for its first victory
of the season after 16 tries. Notre Dame also
is without a win, posting a record of 0-4.
“Hopefully we'll come out of the weekend
with a 21-4 record,” Ortman said.

PHOTO BY BOB ANDERSON

Sophomore hitter Abby Ackroyd (right) goes up for the
spike Saturday night against San Francisco State.

Air show at Azusa Pacific Saturday

Battle between passing offenses expected
SPORTS EDITOR

had more yards in punting (308) than
in total offense (223).
HSU’s defense was anchored by left

The Lumberjacks head south to Azusa
Pacific University this weekend in

end Scotty Reagan who won defensive
all-conference player of the week

search of their first victory of the season.
Azusa Pacific (2-1), a National Asso-

honors with 13 tackles in the game.
Reagan,
was
anything
but

by Dirk Rabdau

ciation of Intercollegiate Athletics Di-

vision II independent, has changed its
emphasis from the running game to the
passing game.

“They have gone to a run-and-shoot
type of offense,” HSU Coach Mike
Dolby said. “They use four wideouts.”
Leading the Cougars is senior quarterback Brian Hunt, who is among
NAIA Division II leaders in passing
and total offense.
The Lumberjacks have enjoyed success against the Cougars, beating them
in 1987 and in 1988.
HSU will be strengthened by the

return of HSU running backs Robert

Caldwell and Earl Jackson.
Caldwell, a senior, is coming off an

PHOTO BY BOB ANDERSON

Wide receiver Norman Baysinger makes the reception.as_ tight end
Norman Woods blocks linebacker Clayton Handt of Minnesota-Duluth.

ankle injury which has sidelined him
since the opening game of the season.
Jackson, a junior, has been out with a
separated shoulder. Both were missed
against Minnesota-Duluth.
In that game, the ‘Jacks tied Minnesota-Duluth 7-7 as the defense came
alive against the Bulldogs, limiting a
potent running attack to 163 yards on
51 carries.
The Bulldogs were forced to punt
nine times and attempted fourth-down
conversions a total of four times. They

enthuisastic with his play.
“In all honesty, | was terrible,”
Reagan said. “I just was not aggressive enough. I wasn’t used to their
style of play. They used a lot of low

blocking and it gave me problems.”
The senior said Asuza Pacific’s style
of play is more to his liking.
“They pass the ball, and I enjoy pass

rushing,” Reagan said. “It’s more tiring because you have to run more, but
I feel it suits my style of play.”
On offense, junior quarterback
Kevin Tinney threw for 286 yards and
rushed for a touchdown as the ‘Jacks

put the ball in the air 57 times.
The offense had little trouble against
the Bulldogs, amassing 355 yards in

total offense.
Lead by senior wide receiver Don
Burke (87 yards on eight receptions),
HSU had eight different players catch
passes in the game. Included was
backup quarterback Tom Brose, who
played in the game as a running back.
Brose caught an 18-yard quick pass
that helped to set up a field goal attempt. The sophomore also had 8
yards on four rushes.

“Our offense played extremely
well,” Dolby said. “We gave our
Please see Football, page 34
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Wounded ‘Jacks drop two to Sonoma;
will host champions this weekend
by Dirk Rabdau
SPORTS EDITOR

Coming offa weekend in which it was swept for the
first time in three years, the HSU soccer team finds
itself in an unfamiliar position — last place.
This weekend the Lumberjacks, who are 0-2-0 in
conference and 2-4-2 overall, will hosta pair of games

Hanbotat is a physical team. It is their style (of
play). They like their style but I don't think they can win
with that style.

against defending Northern California Athletic Con-

ference champions Hayward State, who are 1-0 in
conference and 3-3-2 overall.
HSU cronren two games to rival Sonoma State
University by scores of 2-1 and 2-0 last weekend.
Ironically, it was the first time HSU has been swept
at home since Sonoma State accomplished the feat in

PETER RENAUD

Sonoma State University soccer coach

officiating, complaining the red card, which was
issued to sophomore forward Andy Ryan, was
undeserved.
Ryan will have to sit out Saturday’s game. He will
be replaced by sophomore Chris Wlasiuk.
The Lumberjacks can ill afford any more ejections,
as the team has suffered yet another serious injury.
Graham Jordan, sweeper, suffered a knee injury in
Saturday’s game. He is expected to miss at least two
weeks.
It is Jordan’s second serious injury this season. He
received a concussion which sidelined him for three
games against Cal Poly San Luis Obisipo Sept. 1.
The team also did not see the return of goalie Scott
Power, who fractured his left leg in the same game
against Cal Poly. The senior was originally expected
to start Saturday, but his leg had not yet completely
healed.
Exley said the staff will decide later this week
whether Power will sit out the remainder of the
season.

1987.

The series featured the hard-nosed, physical play
that has characterized HSU soccer matches season-

long.

“Humboldtisa physical team,” said SonomaCoach
Peter Renaud. “It is their style (of play). They like the

(physical) style but I don’t think they can win with

that style.”
The rough play prompted referee Fred Maldanado
to issue six yellow cards, which are player warnings,
and one red card, which expels a player from that
game and the next.
Renaud made his feelings about the officiating
clear following the game.
:
“We knew coming in the officiating would not be

very strong,” Renaud said. “He (Fred Maldanado)

has been around the league for a while.”
HSU Coach Alan Exley was also unhappy with the

North

The loss of Power forced fullback Ron Gorr, a
freshman, into the goalie position. Exley voiced satisfaction in Gorr’s performance.
“Ron has done a tremendous job,” Exley-said. “He
has allowed only five goals in five games. Those
statistics would make any goalkeeper proud.”
HSU concludes its six-game homestand this weekend. Hayward has lost seven starters and the coaching staff from last year’s team.
“We have been playing too conservatively,” Exley
said. “We are going to use a defensive press against
Hayward and force the ball down the field. I would
much rather lose four to three than one to nothing.”
“The conference winner might go 9-5 this year,”
Exley said. “We are not going to panic.”
Hayward is 31-5-2 in the NCAC over the last three
seasons and owns a series record of 19-4-4 against
HSU. The two schools have split the games played
over the last three seasons.
The games will take place Saturday and Sunday at
1 p.m. and noon, respectively, on the soccer field.
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Football player
isolated by
kicking position
by Dirk Rabdau
SPORTS EDITOR

ae

OPEN LATE

6

us (kickers) a bag of

balls and say, ‘Idon't

way.’”

Instead he transferred to HSU in 1988.
He was a redshirt his first year on the
football team. He didn’t come into his
own until last year, leading the nation
in Division II kicking proficiency at
84.6 percent while setting the school
record in field goals.
Scholl credits his performance to

Soccer Coach Alan Exley.

great help. He works

with you,” Scholl said. “He’s not yelling and screaming things at you.”

“I never had a kicking coach before I
came to Humboldt. Coaches used to
give us (kickers) a bag of balls and say
‘Idon’t want to see you for two hours.’””
Exley actually kicked for HSU in 1970

as a freshman before the varsity soccer

team was established the next year.
“Andy is one of the most dedicated
athletes I haveever known,” Exley said.
“As a team coach, its really a unique
experience coaching one-on-one.”
Exley said he concentrates his

coaching on Scholl’s kicking form.
“Being a field goal kicker is a very

technical position. We focus on the

technical aspects.”
This year Scholl has taken on the
punting duties. While he admits he
doesn’t relish the position, his average
of 38.2 yards per kick is second-highest
in the Northern California Athletic
Conference.
“It’s just a different motion,” Scholl
said.
During practice, Scholl kicks on the
football field while the team practices
on the upper field.
“There's a lot of time when you're
not kicking,” Scholl said “After kicking
30 to 40 balls, your leg just gets tired.
Afterwards, you just stretch and wait.”

At many schools kickers are allowed
to leave early once they have finished
their kicking.
“We can’t leave early,” Scholl said.
“This way it’s better. Even though you
are a flaky kicker, you're part of the
team.”
‘Scholl admits there are drawbacks to
being the kicker. After-practice conditioning with theentire teamis one place
where the kicker can’t afford to not
always finish near the top.
“If we come last in our group (when
running laps) guys will ask, ‘what have
you been doing all day.’ What do you
Say to the guys who have been practicing all day long? ‘Uh, kicking and
sitting around?”
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major has little to feel bad about. A

made 14 of the 16 field goals he attempted that season.
Originally from San Ramon, the
Diablo Valley Junior College transfer
never intended to come to HSU.
“I wanted to go to a UC but my
adviser told me I would need another
year of foreign language. I said ‘no
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pressure is all about.
“I get butterflies anytime when I am
out onthe field,” Scholl said. “It doesn’t
really matter.when.”
Saturday’s game against MinnesotaDuluth gave Scholl one of his toughest
days in his career with three missed
field goals.
“When | miss I get angry. The offense
drove all the way down the field,” Scholl
said. “I let the whole team down.”
The 22-year-old physical education

ijn enh

jack football team, Scholl knows what

I never had a
kicking coach before
I came to Humboldt.
Coaches used to give

D OMINO’S
p

Andy Scholl has the loneliest job in
sports.
As the placekicker on the Lumber-

“Alan has beena
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822-9000

alid at participating stoves only. Not valid with any other i
drivers carry less than $20.00. Our drivers are not penalized

,

for lase deliveries.
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Sponsored by the Activities Coordinating Board (ACB)

Hey...
Have you heard?

A lot of people are going to the

LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE
OCTOBER 20, 1990
Will you be there???
For more information call or stop by:
216 Nelson Hall East, 826-3361
APPROPRIATE AUXILIARY AIDS AVAILABLE WHEN
POSSIBLE. CONTACT EVENT’S SPONSOR 7
WORKING DAYS PRIOR TO SCHEDULED EVENT, IF
AT ALL POSSIBLE.
Ad paid for by the Associated Students
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Cdinbining the physical rigors of
athletics with the mental discipline of
an art, Isshinryu karate challenges both
the mind and the body.
About 40 students and community
members are enrolled in an Isshinryu
karate class offered through Center
Activities.
Isshinryu, which means “one heart”,
is a Classical style of Okinawan Karate.
Robert Sherman, a fourth-degree
black belt, teaches the class three nights
a week. Sherman has been a senset, or
teacher, in Humboldt County for 11
years.
Students start out learning the basic
building blocks of a martial artist's
foundation. The basics include the gyaku
zu, or reverse punch, and the mawashi
geri, or round kick.

The class uses some Japanese terminology to keep tradition, Sherman said.
“Each class starts out with warmups. Then we go through a series of
basic moves: the individual kicks, hits

and blocks,” Sherman said.
These moves differ from other forms
of karate.
Sherman said the differences is that
in Isshinryu karate short stances and
snapping punches and kicks are used.

S

“Just before full extension your arm
comes back slightly,” he said. “The reason we have a snapping technique is
that it allows you to get back in a position where you're back on guard.”

Then students learn katas, also called
forms, whicharea series of prearranged
moves performed against imagined
opponents. Students also practice
sparring with other students, delivering punches and kicks with full force.
but pulling back before making contact.
“Everybody tries to pull their
punches,” Shaine Bodnar, an oceanography major, said.“But sometimes you
get hit.”
Bodnar, a junior, took up karate two
years ago and is half way to his
blackbelt.
“If someone were to come out and
attack you on the street you could useit
(Isshinryu karate) in self defense,”
Bodnar said.
Although he’s not been in many
fights, Bodnar said karate “gives me
confidence. Just in case something was
to happen, I could defend myself.”
The great expense associated with
many private karate classes does not
exist at HSU.
“I’ve been to karate schools in
Southern California where I’ve paid
$40 a week. Here it’s only $41 a semester,” he said.

The Lumberjack
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We wait by the phone for the big

aan

stories so you won't have to.
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Football standings
NCAC
J
Ww
L
Chico State
1
0
UC Davis
0
0
Sonoma State
0
0
Hayward State
0
0

Overall

T
0
0
0
0

San FranciscoState

0

0

0

Humboldt

0

1

0

Last week's results:

Humboldt tied Minnesota-Duluth 7-7
Chico State lost to UC Santa Barbara 31-27
UC Davis lost to Sacramento State 16-12

Hayward State lost to Santa Clara 50-20

San Francisoc State lost to Menlo College 9-6
Sonoma State was idle
Saturday's games:
Humboldt at Azusa Pacific, 1:30 p.m.
UC Davis at Cal State Northridge, 7 p.m.
Hayward State at Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, 1 p.m.
Chico State at St. Mary's, 7 p.m.
San Francisco State at UC Santa Barbara, 1p.m.
Sonoma State at Cal Lutheran, 1 p.m.

Football

“I treat the game as a loss,” Reagan
said.
“We should have won the game. Our
offense missed some opportunities to
score and our defense gave up a fourthquarter touchdown. I just am looking
forward to the Asuza (Pacific) game,”

¢ Continued from page 31

quarterback great protection.”
That protection saw Tinney sacked
only twice.
Besides protecting the quarterback, he said.
Saturday’s game takes place at Couthe offensive line managed to provide
gar Stadium on the Azusa Pacific camholes for the running backs.
Againsta defensive line thataveraged pus.
close to 270 pounds, the ‘Jacks picked
up almost four yards a carry.
Unfortunately for the ‘Jacks, they
FIND OUT WHERE YOU ARE.
. failed to capitalize on numerous opportunities.
THE LUMBERJACK.
Two interceptions deep in Bulldog
EVERY WEEK
territory and three missed field goals
left the Lumberjacks withits lone seven
points coming on Tinney’s 5-yard Ca
scramble in the second quarter.
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Isshinryu embodies
physical artistry
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feminine aspect of divinity.
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Isn't Student Health
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Insurance

a grand idea?
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Yes, and at
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$315 its a royal
bargain!

Student Health Insurance
Sal

Enrollment is now open and will provide
coverage through August 24, 1991.

Coverage for dependents is also available.

Brochures are available at the

:

eT

AS Business Office

South Lounge, University Center
826-3771
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Talkin’ resource

industry blues

C'MON... LET’S

H

umboldt County’s economic future seems to
lie with the small business industry. Changes
are coming to the county’s economic base,
and as its resource industries — timber, fishing and
agriculture — decline, county officials and business
leaders can either guide the county into economic
prosperity or let it “slip into long-term rural stagna-_
tion.”
That was the warning issued by Mountain West
Research, a business consulting firm hired by several

local organizations, in its February 1990 report.
It’s no secret the local economy is sluggish due to
heavy dependence on the county’s natural resources.
We recognize resource industries will always be a
part of Humboldt County, but with increasing automation in the timber industry and the fact that the
fishing industry has peaked out, we cannot assume
they will continue to be the mainstay of the economy.
Small business industries will provide botha steady
economic and job base in the county. Humboldt will
see an economic return on the products it exports,
whereas larger industries often export profits along
with products.
‘

Letters to detemere likey

Along with its warning, Mountain West Research
highly recommended the mobilization of effective,
visionary leadership to promote and support small
business industries.
That obviously is not happening because the growth
of small locally owned industries has occurred at a
slow rate. In contrast, unemployment is rising as the
economy changes.
What happens next depends on the action taken
now by local business leaders and government officials. They can either work to ensure a smooth transition into small industries or they can sit back com" placently and watch the economic well-being of this

An appalling sight
I read The Lumberjack’s Sept. 19 edition for
the first time since arriving at HSU. I am a
journalism major, and I was appalled by the
writing in two articles. The first was Dirk
Rabdau’s article, “Quarterback search ends,

for now,” in which he quoted Kevin Tinney on
how it was at the junior college level. The
quote in question used profanity to describe
the
people and coaches at the junior college
Tinney attended. The second article was writ-.

region fall into chaos.

ten by P.J. Johnston, “Blue Heaven a two-hour

-The Lumberjack
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stay in hell.” Johnston’s description of “My
Blue Heaven” as “crap,” is an extremely poor
choice of words.

Allen Cottrell
Paul Washburn

I understand, as students, editorial content
can at times be very liberal. But this is ridiculous!
I have worked in the field of journalism in the
past. And I can assure you, no editor or news
organization that is a halfway decent operation would grant that type of language in a

Janet DeiGrande, Mgr.

| Xan Bernay, asst. mgr.
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Questions regarding the ediorial content of The
Lumberjack should be directed to the editor.
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story.

The Lumberjack is published Wednesdays during
the school year, breaks excepted. Offices are at
NHE 6, HSU, Arcata 95521. Phone (707) 8263271 (news) (707) 826-3259 (advertising). The
fax number is (707) 826-5555. Subscriptions
are
$7 per semester or $12 per year.
Funding tor The Lumberjack is provided through
advertising revenue, the Associated Students
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Professionalism even at a student publication
is attainable. But from the looks of it on this
end, The Lumberjack has fallen short of that

standard.
The responsibility lay first with the reporter,
who should have used better sense. But more
importantly it lay with the editors. The
gatekeepers who let these two articles past the
checkpoints and onto the pages of the newspa-

toes

with Aldus FreeHand.
Tom Prove, editor |Xcreated
rerising Material published iafor formations

dae
World News

Purposes and is not to be construed as an

Stacey Wilde, editor | expressed orimpledendorsement
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I’m sure Rabdau could have
a different
quote if he tried, and Johnston could have
made use of a thesaurus in his description of
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The Lumberjack has just lost a reader. Since |
could get this garbage from the city dump, why
should I pick up The Lumberjack weekly for
more?
Jesse Rangle

junior, journalism

é
The unkindest cut

It’s unfortunate that yourcampus editor chose
not to delve more deeply in writing the article
last week about cuts in the CSU budget.
The political story is much more interesting
than the numbers

you presented. California

and the CSU have suffered the venom of a

governor who believes that only

those with

wealth will receive the benefits of higher education. Student fee dollars will be plugged in to
only partially replace dollars lost by giving
huge tax breaks to corporations and wealthy
individuals. Students pay more for less so corporations can pay more to their shareholders
and top executives.
The CSU budget isa direct reflection of priorities set in the political halls of Sacramento. I’m
glad to say that our local legislators, State Senator

Barry Keene and Assemblyman Dan Hauser,
stood by the CSU until its budget was slashed
by the
Duke. But those two brave voices will

need your help in November. Sign up to help in

their campaigns, learn the nuts and bolts of a

tough political contest. Most important register
and vote.

The California Faculty Association has already met with
gubernatorial candidates Re-

publican Pete Wilson and Democrat Dianne
.

Please see Letters,
next page
o

‘
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Letters...
Feinstein to determine their positions in funding for
higher education. We have endorsed Dianne Feinstein
because she believes strongly in an accessible and
viable system of publicly supported higher education for all Californians. If you are worried about

your chances of completing a degree at HSU, get
involved and show your support for candidates who
will make a commitment to your education.
Milton J. Boyd
HSU chapter president
California Faculty Association

.
Bad timing of show

I was disappointed to note the “slideshow and
discussion” on “women’s liberation and nationalism

in Israeli-occupied Palestine” was scheduled to coincide with Yom Kippur. This scheduling is at best,
insensitive.

Surely those of us who have lived in Israel, including men and

women

from the Jewish community,

have a deep and abiding concern for the subjects of
Ms. Gluck’s presentation.
By scheduling such a
presentation on this particular evening, the HSU
Women’s Studies Program guaranteed that that no

participation by us (or for that matter, even marginally identified Jews) would be included in the “audience participation” which they “encourage.”
Rabbi Lester G. Scharnberg

lecturer, HSU religious studies department

a
Those darned kids
I read

the article “The malling of Humboldt

County” (Sept. 19) and I agree.

However, I believe

Mr. Jervis left out some other “emulsifiers,” such as

MTV, video, regular television and advertising.
Teens are not the only ones looking and sounding
like identical clones. The college set for the most part
dress, speak and eat alike, in my experience. The
hideous surfer wear, or the bicycle shorts-jock look,
or with the dames those putrescent sweats, longjohns, mini-skirts and acid-washed jeans.

Think of all the diverse froms of garb available—
from bearskins to Brooks Brothers suits. Yet you all
“gotta be hip man” and dress, speak, eat and think
alike!
At least the hippie-agitators had variety and didn’t
spend $175 on a pair of fashionable sneakers/ moon
boots, which you silly students wear half-unlaced
and with your trousers tucked inside.
So, Mr. Smarty-pants college student, don’t blame
it all on the androidal teens— you quasi-pseudo
leaders-of-tommorow are just as boring, emulsified
and vapid.
Charles Hansen

Eureka

&

___ insurance issues refused to disqualify himself
- from the case, denying that his wife’s position as

a partner
in a law firm with large insurance

ee

he 1990 California gubernatorial cam-

~ companies on its client list created a conflict of

e

| paign shows every sign of setting a new

_interest.

:

_Tecord for tacky methodsof avoiding
Mie discussion ofrealissues.
=

Senator Pete Wilson seems to think he is
_Tunning against
his opponent’s husband, further
- proof, if any were needed, that sexism is alive

_and well in American politics.
| Ofcourse thisis

eee

| mot really a new

6

George Bush found

wood Summer” in the Aug. 29 issue of The Lum-

berjack, and other similar past articles, | decided it
was time to respond about the coverage obtained by
your reporters. It seems that most, if not all, of the
articles written in The Lumberjack are biased in some
way favoring radical environmentalism.

:

stands on issues

remains to be seen.
:

If not, those voters

y the time Wilson runs out | will be stuck with

of things to accuse her husband

rself, thus keepin

;

away

f

thi

:

:

Bush mighthave | Feinstein to get off the defensive
;

with, such as issues.

and

start

TuNnINg

voting for the

dislike the lenet

.

had more trouble

another round of
candidate th

the campaign safely, | Of, it may be too late for
:
for office. 9

Unfortunately for
Dianne Feinstein

based

2Xhose ol ae:
tions and insults.

This is not necessar-

ily to say that
everybody should

and the voters of California, by the time Wilson

just run out and vote for Feinstein. Wouldn’t it

runs out of things to accuse her husband of, it
may be too late in the campaign for Feinstein to
get off the defensive and start running for oftice.
' The successful use of this campaign tactic

be nice if we could vote for the candidate we
think best qualified for the job, basing our
decision on the candidate’s record and stated

really shows how far women haven’‘t come in the

ties as gender?
Wilson’s campaign shows the low point to

20th century. Despite the gains that women have
made, the fact remains that they are still seen as
mere appendages of their husbands. When was
the last time a man was taken to task for possible
irregularities in his wife’s business dealings?
Only this year a judge presiding over hearings on

positions on issues, regardless of such triviali-

which women and the electoral process have
fallen in the Reagan-Bush years. If the 1990's
are to be a decade of recovery, voters will have
to show their disapproval of such campaign
tactics by rejecting candidates who use them.

Not one time in this article did I see a quote from
any officials other than those of Earth First! or their
supporters. The article used three quotes from Earth
First! organizers and participants, but not one quote
from the other side. The only mention of timber

on their plantations.
The U.S. census in 1850 counted 8,327 hemp plantations, growing it for cloth, canvas, cord, etc.
80 percent of all mankind’s fabrics for clothing,
tents, linen, rugs and diapers, including our flag,

officials was about Pacific Lumber Co..President John

were made principally from cannabis fibers until the
1820's.

Campbell “ramming” his car through a crowd of
protesters and driving off with one on the hood, This
was not the case at all. | always understood that news

articles (not editorials) were supposed to be objective
and present both sides of an issue.
Also, it seems that when it comes to environmental

issues concerning Earth First! there is always extensive coverage in the newspaper. Last school year,
two natural resource departments on campus hosted
conclave activities and neither had any coverage of

events whatsoever.

The Lumberjack is simply not

Hemp biomass can be converted to methane or
methanol ata fraction of the cost of oil, coal ornuclear
energy. It would automatically clean our air, end
sulfur-based smog and reverse the atmospheric imbalance on our planet. It can replace every type of

fossil fuel energy product.
If we use 7 percent of U.S. land to raise hemp as an
energy crop, even on marginal lands, it would produce

all 75,000,000,000 billion British thermal units needed
to run America each year.

giving fair representation to all groups.
I’m sure there are students and faculty at HSU that
are concerned with issues dealing with Earth First!,

Why are we almost at war to save our oil supply?
Why are we destroying our children’s future, air and

but there are also people concerned with schoolrelated activities as well. It would be nice to see less
photographs of Earth First! protesters and more ar-

tional corporations? We the people can change this.
Mary A.B. Riley
Arcata

ticles pertinent to HSU activities.
Gary Einck
Arcata

Biased eco-radicals?
Recently, after reading the article entitled “Red-

affairs.
Whether Feinstein can free herself from the

mire in time to tell California voters where she

oe

_ Sgainet the lady

an independent entity while a woman is considered an accessory to her husband’s business

|

tactic: In 1984,

it much easier to run

s

A double standard is clear. A man is seen as

--

If George grew it...
The following

information

Encyclopaedia Britannica.

was

found

in the

Hemp (which is mari-

juana or cannabis) was in1631 legal tender in America.

' George Washington and Thomas Jefferson grew it

water to enhance the bank accounts of the multina-

Address your letters to The Lumberjack,

Nelson Hall East 6, HSU, Arcata, Calif,

95521.

Remember to get it to us by the

Friday before publication, try to keep it —

under 250 words and include a phone

number, classstanding
and major (or lack
therof) for students and city or townof |
~ Fesidence for nor-students.
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Music

Music

Jambalaya: Lance Romance.
North Coast Inn: The Joint Chiefs.
Plaza Grill: Darius Brotman Jazz Trio, no
cover.
Myrtlewood Lounge, Eureka: The Boggies, no
cover.
Club West: The Other Guys with Kristie

Jambalaya: Humboldt Blues Society Jam, $1
cover.
International Beer Garden: Pato Banton, with
Peter Spence. Tickets $12.50

Et Cetera

Johnson, no cover.

An arthritis instruction program will be held at
Vector Health Programs, Inc., 2121 Myrtle Ave.,
Eureka, from 2-5 p.m. The three-hour session will
discuss exercise, rest, range of motion, diet, joint
protection and adaptive aids for persons with
arthritis. There is a $15 registration fee.

Concerts
The Humboldt Arts Council’s 17th anniversary
benefit begins at 8:15 p.m. in the Humboldt

Cultural Center in Eureka. Tickets are $15, $12.50
for HAC members. Call 442-0278 for more info.

Native American storytelling on the quad at noon.
A presentation/slide show sponsored by the HSU

. hold a business meeting, followed

by a rap ¢

_pm. inNHE 120. Call 826-0211 for mon

Nursing Club will discuss recent conferences in

Holland and Germany. Gist Hall 221, 4-5:00 p.m.
Call 822-9644 for more info.

A conference on women’s business ownership,
will be held at the Eureka Inn. The conference is
designed for women who currently own and operate
their own businesses or are thinking of starting their
own businesses. Registration is $55. Call Judy
Nelson at 443-5057 to register.

Mateel’s first country rock show, Southern
Pacific, features members of the Doobie Brothers,
Creedence Clearwater Revival and the Crystal
Gayle Band. Tickets are $17 at the door. Call 9233368 for info.

Et Cetera
Music
Jambalaya: Acoustic talent night with Thad
Beckman, $1 cover.

Women Against Violence to the Earth meets
weekly in the Karshner Lounge at 6 p.m.

A slide and lecture presentation of “Venus and
the Sun: the Place of Panetary and Solar Astrology
among the Maya” will begin at 7 p.m. in Founders
Hall auditorium. For further info call 822-1515.
A Peace Corps workshop on “Development
without Tears” will begin at 4 p.m. in NHE 119.
Call 826-3342 for more info.

a
a
a

“Ancient Echoes,” Native American poetry
reading and drumming with poet Linda Hogan,
6:30-9 p.m., in Goodwin Forum.

a
Bs
8
a
a
8
BS
a

“Music S

Arcata

1036 G St.

a

~ Plaza Grill 1 Francis Vanek Jazz trio, no cover. .

Jambalaya: Guns ‘N Barrels.
Club West: Fritz Krysler, no cover.
North Coast Inn: Backstreet.
Nurtewoud Longe Eureka: The Boggies, ro
Cover.

a

Wednesday and Thursday

a

‘Mo?’ Better Blues,” 7:45, and “Straight no
Chaser,” 10:05.

a
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Thursday thru Tuesday
“Arachnophobia,” 7:45, and “The Day of the
Triffids,” 9:40.

a
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1015 H St.
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Saturday
Soccer vs. Cal State Hayward,
1 p.m., soccer field.

Sunday

«
©
a
a
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a
a

Soccer vs. Cal State Hayward,
noon, soccer field.
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Wednesday and Thursday
1: “The Witches,” 6:50, and “My Blue Heaven,”
8:55.
2: “Metropolis,” 6:30. and “Darkman.” Call for
showtime.
3: “Air America.” Call for showtimes.
1; “The Jungle Book,” 7, and “Too Beautiful for

You,” 8:55.
2: “Potemkin,” 6:50, and “Mo’ Better Blues.”
Call for showtime.
3: “The Witches.” Call for showtime.

Eiesa

__ JI-sSAy_

Friday thru Tuesday

Music
Jambalaya:

:

Francis Vanek Quartet, $1 cover.

Et Cetera
Men's support group meets at 7 p.m. in the
First Christian Church at Seventh & K streets in
Eureka.

The Gay and Lesbian Student Union meets
every Tuesday in House 55.at 7.p.m.
ee

ee

;

CLASSIFIED
WANTED

FAST

DRUMMER WANTED A.S.A-P. for recently formed original rock band. Hope to
play locally by Nov. 822-6126, ask for Seth

or Steve or leave message.
WANTED-Dynamic,

mature

women who can share 4 hours each week

with a teen mother. Be a North Coast Big
Brothers/ig Sisters PAIR Partner! Call
Marianne at 445-4871.

‘PEOPLE WHO NEED GARDENING work
done or other home-related jobs. ExperiTom 826-1035.

10/3

WANTED-A GOOD FRIEND TO TAKE me
fishing, help me name the constellations
and maybe shoot a few hoops. I'd sure like

to be your Little Brother. Call North Coast
Big Brothers/Big Sisters and ask for Cherie
at 445-4873.
10/10
| NEED A MOUNTAIN BIKE! I'm looking
for a good deal on a used bike If you have
one that's just taking up space, call 8262639.

ALWAYS WANTED A

LITTLE SISTER?

She is waiting to meet you at North Coast

Big Brothers/Big Sisters.

pai ett aio acetate
SID nn

445-4871.

PROGRAM

Plus a chance at $5000 more! This
programworks! No investment needed.

Call 1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50.

caring,

enced and hard-working.

FUNDRAISING

Call Cherie at

10/10

BABYSITTER WANTED IN MY HOME:
Part-time basis. Pleasant working conditions. Experience preferred. Call evenings
826-0357. 9/26
FUTON NEEDED FOR ALL-NIGHT OFFICE. If you want to get rid of that extraone
that doesn't match your decor, I'll buy it!
Call 826-3259.

OPPORTUNITIES
Political Jobs-Make some money while
you make a difference.
Register
Democrats to vote. $6-8/hr by bounty.
Flexible hours. 442-1999
9/26
WANTED, BABYSITTER IN MY
HOME. Part-time, on-call basis. Prefer
experienced individual. Call evenings.
826-0357.
9/26

FOR SALE

$1000 in just one week. Earn up to
$1000 for your campus organization.

MASKS-Professional maskmaker can
help you create works of art with acast/
mold of your face. Think Halloween!
Pat 443-6062
10/3
THE
GREAT
OUTDOORS
IS
WATTING!Upcoming
Center Activities
trips for October 6-7 include:
ADVANCED WATERSKIING at Big Lagoon, and LASER SAILING. Sign up
now! For info call 826-3357.
10/3
DAYCARE 2 MI. S. OF HSU. Looking
for a person to fill a two-stage position.
Starting immediately, we need someone 1-3 p.m., M,W,F afternoons for
kitchen cleaning/cooking. Min. wage.
In December, job will expand to 8:30-3
p.m. daily, requiring a person who can
also care for and work with very small
children. To qualify, applicant must
have following: good character references from local sources; reliable car
for transportation; verifiable kitchen/
cleaning skills and working experience
with young children/babies. December position $5 hourly. Dee 822-9764—
call eveninas til 9 onlv!
9/26

SERVICES

WORD
PROCESSOR,
LETTER
QUALITY printer, spell check, easy to
use, excellent condition, $395 or Best
Offer. Pat 822-0847.

STEREO SPEAKERS™—1 pair JBL(L-36)
threeway, oak finish, with oak stands.

$275. Call 826-4545, leave message.
10/3
QUEEN WATERBED-¢reat condition

$140. 443-8883.
COMPUTER

WORD PROCESSING--| ca. Jo AIL.
your typing; term and research oaprs,
general typing, plus tezch Fé.sic con-

9/25

puter knowledge—Wo dF'er'sct and

condi-

9/49

Pat.
DESK-Great

FUN-IN-THE-SUN Boat Renté|:: = tM’
Annie's in Willow Cr2ek on weekends.
Canpoes, inflatable kay aks, ‘ubes,
shuttles, instruction. Mid-week vese:vations or info (916) 629-3515. Frie
brochure. FITS, P. O. Box 66s), ‘Willow
Creek, CA 95573
1/2

Lotus/23. Very reasonable.
Barb 441-1656.

NOTICES

tion,$50. Large studentdesk,
$20. Must
see to appreciate. Call 826-3259.

LOST

2

Wednesday, Sept. 26, 1990

AND FOUND

REWARD for recovery of large bronze
Indian sculpture. Green marble base.
Info leading to recovery.
Call 8225724. No questions asked.
9/26

AUTOMOTIVES
V.W. SQUAREBACK
839-3891

PARTS.

|

BLACK LAB PUPS: d.0.b.7/7/Sv. Lat
of availability: 9/18/90. Purebredrc
the.
and father. More info call Mark at 3390650.
MODERN PROPHECY: A bible study
examining currem issues.
Monday

nights 7-9th. Arcata 1st Baptist Church,
Call

fireplace room.
campus.

17th & Union—next t
2/5

PRESENTS
Live atthe

i.

ENTE
PRESENTS

international Beer Garden
Modern Biues/Soul/F
unk

JOE LOUIS
WALKER

ud
.5e

& THE BOSS TALKERS

One Dance Concert 8:30 * Doors 8pm * $10

IN CONCERT

HOLLY NEAR

“Elvisie Everywhere”

“Don Heniey
Must Die*

Wild irreverent Rock & Roll!

MOJO

arr

NIXON

OCT

One Dance Concert 8pm

Pe

Wy

Top of the Country Charts!
Warmer Brothere Recording Anis

ENVIRONMENTALLY
RESPONSIBLE high income potential. New
invention reduces toxic exhaust emissions andimproves performance in most
large and smallengines. Effective sales

aids. Call 677-3151.

10/24

EARN EXTRA CASH WITH THE PUSH
OF A PIN.
Put up posters with
applicatioorms for VISA, MasterCard
and other national credit cards on
Campus. And earn up to $2 for each

response. It's that easy
950-1037 Ext. 75.

With John Bucchino, pianist
and Rhonda Meyers, certified interpreter
Celebrating the release of her new album SINGER IN THE STORM
and her autobiography FIRE IN THE RAIN...SINGER IN THE STORM

8p.m., Van Duzer Theatre

role

CARTER

on

One Dance Concent 8pm + Doors 7pm

waa

Ee

- Tickets $15

=THE SUNDOGS

40

One Dance Concert
8:30
Doors 8pm « Tickets$7

Ska, Reggae
& More Ska

BET

From England...Retun Of The Ugly

Sem

BAD MANNERS

ame SKATALITES

Call 1-80010/3

One Dance Concert 8pm + Doors:7pm

+ $20

Rock With Reggae&
Afro-Cuban Rhythme

Have your bicycle overhauled or rebuilt for less money - WALRUS CYCLE
WORKS: 822-5466
10/3

LITTLE WOMEN
One

wa

THE GREAT OUTDOORS IS WAITING! Upcoming Center Activities trips
for September 29 include: STONE
LAGOON CANOW/KAYAK & BBQ
(family discount), and WATERSKIING
at Big Lagoon. Sign.up now! Forinfo .

FRI

CARLENE

Saturday, Sept. 29, 1990

seniors
$11 general, $8 stude/ nts

a

Doors 7pm « Tickets $12

Dance Concert 8:30

Doors
6pm « Tickets $8

18 & Over Welcome
Advance Tickets Available At...

Tickets sold at University Ticket Office, Nelson Hall East, HSU;
The New Outdoor Store, Arcata; The Works, Eureka.

Visa and MasterCard phone sales: 826-3928

The Works - Eureka & Arcata

|

Humboldt Brewery - Arcata

Concert information Line: 822-0870
International Beer
856

10th

Street

Garden
Arcata

40

The Lumberjack

Wednesday, Sept. 26, 1990

Poland

“What people don’t understand is
the bias the American government has
in giving visas.” Heckel said.
“Itallows
people (tocome to America)
from wealthy countries much easier

* Continued from front page

However, Heckel said that is not part
of the program.
“The purpose is to teach them that
they can make choices in their lives and
for them to take these insights back to
Poland,” he said. “That way more than
just 10 people will benefit from this
experience. The idea is for the people to
take power away from the government,
as it should be.”
According

to Heckel,

Polish

than poor ones. Poland falls into the
category of being extremely poor.”
For example, Heckel said the Polish

government was only able to pay hima
teaching salary equivalent to $25 a
month when he began his year abroad,

and

American students havedifferentskills.

| ;

“Anything that can be gotten out of a
book — if the book is available — Eastern European students will excel at,”
he said. “The Polish student is much
better read.
“Reading has the ability to take you
out of reality. Students here (in the
United States) are much better at thinking out loud and freedom of expres-

PHOTO BY COLLEEN FUTCH

Theater Arts Professor John Heckel points to the Silesia region of southwest Poland where he spent the summer. This was Heckel’s second trip to
Poland, where he helps arrange for students there to enter the United
States. “It takes a lot of phone calis,” he said.
life,” he said. “I'd ask questions and get

no answers. The room would be quiet.
The students would be trying to figure
out what it was that! wanted to hear.”

sion.”

The cause behind this, Heckel said, is
that the American educational system
is more concerned with the process of
learning than the outcome.
“Polish students are taught from an
early age to keep their mouths shut
unless they know the answer they have
is the right one.
“Students here will think out loud
and throw their ideas out.”
This was Heckel’s main difficulty in
overcoming the culture difference, he

Petroleum
¢ Continued from page 19

“The free market requires competition. If sellers combine with one another
to agree upon prices, that undercuts
the market — there’s an artificial conspiracy by the market to say, for instance, ‘Nobody gets gasoline unless

said.

they pay our price.’”
Cardoza said evidence indicates that
a price-fixing agreement has been go-

“Teaching in Poland was probably
the most frustrating experience of my

COFFEEHOUSE

~

EUROPEAN

MUSIC,

MAGS,

NEWSPAPERS

Heckel’s plan to help Polish students
have achance to experience American
education has been hindered by both
the U.S. governmentand HSU, he said.

ing on for years between two Fortuna
gas stations, Beacon Mini Mart and
Cash Oil, located kitty-corner to each
other on South Fortuna Boulevard.
The alleged agreement, he said, was

for Cash Oil's prices to alwaysbe 1 cent
lower than Beacon’s. While Cash Oil’s
gas comes from its parent company in
Salt Lake City, Beacon’s gas is supplied
by Humboldt Petroleum.
Cardoza also said the alleged agreement between L&M Renner and
Humboldt Petroleum not to compete

LIVE

IRIGH

MUSIC

BATURDAY

and with the constantly fluctuating exchange rates
it fell to$20.a month by the
end of his tenure.
He said administration at HSU may
also make it difficult for the Polish students to attend school.
According to Heckel, the first five
students ne helped enter the United
States were allowed to register under
Continuing Education and they paid
fees of approximately $1,200 a semester.
The new students, however, could be
required to register as full-time, out-ofstate students, making the cost of their
fees over $6,000 a year.
for certain customers is partially responsible for Humboldt County's gas
prices being “consistently higher than
most other areas of the state.”
The four criminal counts — two
against Seiler and twoagainst Humboldt
Petroleum — could amount in maximum fines of $100,000 per defendant
per count, Cardoza said. Seiler also faces
a maximum of three years and eight
months in prison, Cardoza said, but
added, “I seriously doubt if anybody’s
going to go to prison.”
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Traditional Sauna Cabins
OPEN

EVERYDAY

12:00

NOON

INCLUDING

SUNDAYS

AND

HOLIDAYS
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